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Victoria’s
One Stop Honey Bee Shop
6440 West Saanich Road, Saanichton, B.C.
250-580-2337
Open Tuesday - Saturday 10am - 5pm

www.urbanbeehoney.ca
Providing Vancouver Island with all their beekeeping needs
— Hive Equipment & Medications —
— Nucs, Packages & Queens —
— Classes —

Can’t make it to our Shop? We Ship!
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Letter from the editors . . .
Happy New Year to everyone! It seems late for the sentiment
but celebrations are still afoot; as we are sending this issue
to press, the Nisga’a of the Nass River valley are bringing in
their new year. The Nisga’a calendar revolves around food
harvesting and goods used; come March, it will be time to
harvest oolichan, the first food harvest of their year, but just
before their new year is the time of Buxwlaks - which means
to blow around (in reference to the amount of wind this time
of year). The first few weeks of January did seem to carry over
a sense of disquiet from last year, but things are turning, and
it’s not just because spring is around the corner.
It’s certainly been an interesting winter. There’s been unusual weather happening in some parts of the province, and
possibly more to come. Up in Telkwa we had a lot of rain in
January, and down in the valley that meant that a lot of the
snow has disappeared. It’s not the rain that was unusual, but
the lack of snow and the big fluctuations in temperature we’ve
had. We’re hoping for more snow here, it’s our insurance
against a too-dry summer; we still have a good chunk of winter left. I did hear from one Vancouverite who was hoping for
more snow...I bet those ones are few and far between. In other
weather news, it was good to hear that parts of California are
getting rain and some snow up in the mountains, and that this
has alleviated some of the extreme drought there.
Another bit of unsettling news has been the issue of adulterated/transhipped honey, which is getting more discussion
here in Canada. Although this is a topic that may not concern
our smaller beekeepers, it is one that affects the beekeeping
industry as a whole and we should all pay attention. One of
our larger BC beekeepers sent me some good information, a
paper which was released last year, written by Norberto Garcia
of Argentina: ‘A Study of the Causes of Falling Honey Prices in the International Market.’ Professor Garcia writes that

honey is one of nine
foods with the most
reported cases of
economically motivated adulteration.
The motivations: the
high price of honey, the availability of cheap adulterants, and
the difficulty in detecting the fraud.
This got me thinking about all the products we see on grocery store shelves that contain honey. The number and variety
of them seem to increase all the time. As people become more
concerned about labels, and ‘pure’ food ingredients, honey is
appearing on labels in more of the usual places (snacks and
cereals) and even now in pet food. From the Agriculture and
Agri-Food website (http://www.agr.gc.ca/), Honey Product
Trends in Canada (July 2016): “In Canada, from January 2010
to December 2015, there were 1,504 products launched across
three categories (food, drinks, and pet food). Of the launches, 65% of new product launches occurred between 2013 to
2015. This indicates a growing trend and increasing popularity of honey-related products in Canada.” Where is the honey
coming from that is in these products, and is the quality and
identity of it verifiable? We as beekeepers are accustomed to
educating our customers about the properties of the honey we
sell. There is a big variation in the type of honeys available to
consumers, and it’s good to be aware of the degree to which
they differ.
I’m planning to be in Kamloops in March and will see if I
can recruit Ian and the kids too. There are some timely discussions around honey sales and labeling planned, so it will be an
opportunity to get more information on the industry, nationally and provincially. Best wishes to all for the remainder of the
winter, and hopes for an abundant spring to come. ❀
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Our cover photo for this issue, of honey bees on butterfly
blue scabiosa or ‘pincushion flower’, was taken by Pat
Kellogg of Kamloops. Pat’s sister and brother-in-law
own and run Thistle Farm, a certified organic 10 acre
vegetable operation about 20 km north of downtown
Kamloops, on the west side of the North Thompson river.
Pat agreed to take over the care of the resident bee hives
on the property after their previous keeper couldn’t look
after them any longer. Pat says: “I volunteered to care
for the hives as we did not want the vegetable farm to
be without such awesome pollinators, and they do make
a difference.” Pat also mentions that she could not have
succeeded in her first year without the great mentoring of
Ian Farber and Chris Pavlovic.
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From the President
Our plans for the BCHPA semi-annual meeting in Kamloops
on March 10th and 11th are well in place. Check the website
for details. We will focus on the specific health rules for
honey production including labeling, and on some remarkably
successful bee management practices by Mike Palmer. We've
also scheduled a Certified Instructor course on the 9th, in
Kamloops as well, to continue to work toward having the
many people recently attracted to beekeeping better equipped
to take their place in the beekeeping community. We expect
a continuing interest in beginning beekeeping, and spring
introductory courses will soon be happening.
In late January I had reports that honey prices were rising
from their disquieting lows of early January. The lower
international price of honey was likely depressed by an
artificial “oversupply” of honey, worsened by the continued
availability of fake substitutes. We offer our support to those
searching for ways to counter the problem. Other Canadian
national issues were addressed by Canadian Honey Council at
meetings in mid-January. See the report from Stan Reist, our
CHC Representative.
Health Canada recently proposed a program, supposedly
intended to help Canadians become healthier by reducing their
consumption of certain food constituents of concern (salt, fat,
sugar), but based on a concept of requiring on the front of
each package, a type of “warning” label, on foods high in

Your First Choice
For Healthy Bees

FUMAGILIN – B
OXYTET–25 • FOUL BROOD MIX
TYLAN© SOLUBLE
VARROA MITE CONTROL STRIPS
65% FORMIC ACID/OXALIC ACID
SAFETY EQUIPMENT FOR ACIDS

these “problems”. The
proposal includes a
possible warning label
for honey as being
“high in sugar”. Human
nutrition is a complex
and inexact field. I
hope our health agency
leaders will consider
how “official advice”
went wrong years
ago, when we were
advised to avoid consumption of eggs, and fats in general.
We hope they won’t be swept up by radical, poorly founded
proclamations and will avoid actions that may degrade the
public’s concept of honey as a natural and healthy food. The
BCHPA Executive sent a letter (in this issue, also posted for
members on our website) to the Minister of Health Canada
pointing out several problems which we see with the program.
There are also proposals from Canadian Food Inspection
Agency for new honey house regulations and cost recovery
for fees. Some of these may apply to ANY honey producer.
Please see my comments on this later in this issue.
One other recent development has been the release of land
assessments and issues around eligibility of land used for bee
forage for farm classification. We clarified our position on this
issue with a letter to the Ministry of Agriculture last spring
(see a report under INFO on the website), but apparently this
was not enough. We hope to also revisit the issue of pollination
service revenue qualifying as farm income. If you are affected
by these, please contact the Executive directly.
While 2016 was reported to be the warmest year globally
in historical records, the winter of 2016-17 in BC seems a
more challenging one: some extended cold or unusually wet
weather. At least the daylight hours are noticeably increased
from late December: time for optimism.
Bees be with you. ❀

BUZZIN’ AROUND SINCE 1884

From Bee Supply Dealers or
Medivet Pharmaceuticals Ltd.
4 - 55 - 9th Avenue S.E.
High River, Alberta T1V 1E6
Telephone 403-652-4441 Fax 403-652-3692
info@medivet.ca www.medivet.ca
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Beelines
News from the Ministry of Agriculture
PAUL VAN WESTENDORP, Manager, BCMA Apiculture Program
paul.vanwestendorp@gov.bc.ca.
North American Beekeeping Conference & Tradeshow
American beekeepers held their annual meeting at Galveston,
Texas this year. It involved various producer organizations
including the American Beekeeper Federation (ABF), the
American Honey Producers Association (AHPA), and the
Canadian Honey Council. The American Bee Research
Conference took place simultaneously, which was supported
by the American Association of Professional Apiculturists
(AAPA), Apiary Inspectors of America (AIA), and the
Canadian Association of Professional Apiculturists (CAPA).
This conference was attended by hundreds of beekeepers,
manufacturers, equipment suppliers, students and researchers.
The research conference alone had a tight schedule with 60
presentations and additional poster sessions while the producer
conference also offered a full agenda of presentations. In fact,
it was quite a challenge to attend all the sessions and absorb
so much information.
Presentations highlighted the many difficulties faced
by the North American beekeeping industry and scientific
community. The issues that dominated the conference included
the world trade of adulterated honeys, politics and corporate
agendas challenging the integrity of apiculture research in the
United States, the impact of pesticides and neonicotinoids
in particular on pollinator populations and, the alarming
decline of wild bee forage availability in the North American
landscape. It is worth noting that apiculture research today
places far greater emphasis on environment-related issues
compared to a few decades ago. Some conference highlights
follow.
Imported Honeys, Adulteration and their impact on
American honey producers
Some 500 million lbs of honey is consumed in the US
annually. Domestic production is approximately 150 million
lbs. Despite the high demand, there has been a steady decline
in wholesale honey prices. Yet, in recent years, Asian countries
have reported an increase of 13% in hive numbers while their
total honey exports have increased by 196%.
Most imported honeys originate in China. To obscure their
origin and bypass US tariffs, large volumes of Chinese honey
are transhipped through other countries. According to the
US Border Services Agency, high-level fraud is taking place
through mislabeling. Federal agencies have made appeals
to the US beekeeping industry to assist in the detection and
reporting of suspected cases.
The increased worldwide demand of honey contradicts the
market trends towards lower prices. Widespread adulteration
of honeys is the main reason. Economically Motivated
Adulteration (EMA) includes the dilution honey of with
syrups, feeding bees during the nectar flow, and masking the

origin of honey. Other forms of EMA include the addition of
water and applying “ultra-filtration” techniques to remove
pollen grains and other traces of origin. Traditional testing
techniques such as pollen identification of honey samples
have become less reliable.
In recent years, Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) has
been introduced and has proven highly effective in diagnosing
exogenous sugars. Samples are tested against a reference
database acquired by different labs. The current database
acquired by different labs exceeds 10,000 reference samples
and is expected to increase to about 40,000 in the next few
years. NMR testing identifies 36 different substances that
occur in honey. A test sample produces a signature profile that
is transposed to the signature of a reference sample. Exogenous
sugars and other contaminants are readily identified.
A 2015 study using NMR technology showed that 80%
of randomly selected honeys imported into the US were
adulterated and virtually all were of Asian origin. The
technique has proven so effective that some European market
chains now require NMR testing. The incidence of adulterated
honeys imported into Europe stopped almost immediately,
while honeys imported into the UK which had not adopted
NMR testing showed continued high levels of adulteration.
Project Apis-m
Project Apis-m started 10 years ago when the American
beekeeping industry faced the CCD phenomenon. The project
was established to help the industry to overcome challenges
such as disease outbreaks
and improve management
techniques. With an initial budget of about $100,000 the
program has grown to over $2 M / year. The increase in funding
was made possible through the “Buck a Hive” initiative where
commercial beekeepers paid into the Apis-m fund. Additional
support has come from corporate sponsors including CropLife,
BASF, Costco, and others. Since its inception, Apis-m has
invested over $6 M in support of research projects.
Most projects have been aimed towards environmental
sustainability and are carried out in collaboration with
researchers and universities and other research organizations.
In recognition of the rapid disappearance of natural habitats
and landscape alterations, greater attention has been given
to the preservation and maintenance of natural habitats that
enhance honey bee productivity and support wild pollinator
populations. Partnerships with other organizations including
the Honey Bee & Monarch Butterfly Partnership have
increased the profile of these research initiatives.
Project Apis-m is comprised of a Board of Directors and a
scientific steering committee. Former SFU student Danielle
Downey is the newly appointed Executive Director.
Volume 33, #1 SPRING 2017
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Data-driven Research
Dr. Denis van Engelsdorp has been involved with the “Bee
Informed Partnership Project” which is now 6 years old. The
project has accumulated large amount of survey data for 5
years. Using an epidemiological model, the long-term study
has been able to confirm that varroa, pesticide exposure and
ineffective management are the main causes of colony losses.
Large data sets may also produce unexpected findings.
It was noted that honey bees fed pollen from water-stressed
plants have a reduced life span. There is no explanation
about the underlying mechanism involved but it may result
in further research. This large data-driven research has been
dependent on the participation of beekeepers throughout
the United States, but it has also been recognized that tech
transfer teams and extension services play an important role
in reducing colony losses.
Effects of Temperature Extremes
on Queens & Colony Performance
A recent study by Dr. Marta Guarna in collaboration with
Dr. Jeff Pettis has shown the significant impact temperatures
have on mated honey bee queens during shipment. As many
as 250,000 honey bee queens are imported into Canada each
year and over 80% are from the US. Temperature extremes
during shipment had a significant impact on the viability of
sperm retained in the queen’s spermatheca that in turn reduced
colony brood production, population growth and honey
production. More attention should be given to ensure constant
temperature conditions of queens during shipment.

West Coast Bee
Supplies
All Your Basic Beekeeping Needs:

- Apistan Strips
- Fumagilin B
- Menthol Boards
- Hive Boxes

- Formic Acid
- Oxytet 25
- Bee Pro
- CheckMite
- Bee Suits and much more

Bob Fisher

Phone 604-272-1921

Fax 604-272-1928

Email: bluebob@shaw.ca
Store Address:
Mailing Address:
9351 #6 Road
9311 #6 Road
Richmond, B.C.
Richmond, B.C.
V6W 1E5
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Gut Microbes Regulate Honey Bee Immunity
In recent years, there is increasing scientific evidence that the
microbiome in the human gut has a deciding effect on the longterm health of individuals. Recent studies at the USDA lab at
Maryland have shown that the microbiome of adult honey bees
also plays a key role in honey bee immunity. These findings
are important because the widespread use of antimicrobials
in beekeeping, all of which are broad-spectrum drugs, may
compromise the gut flora of adult honey bees. It has long been
recognized that frequent use of antimicrobials may lead to
nutritional deficiencies of bees because the microbes needed
to breakdown the double walled pollen grains are killed off by
the drugs. The latest research indicates that the innate defense
mechanisms of bees against diseases and pests may be
compromised by exposure to antimicrobials. It reinforces the
recommendation that antimicrobials in beekeeping should not
be used as a prophylactic but only applied when confirmation
of disease demand their application.
Higo – Fred Rathje Award
While attending the Galveston bee conference, it was a great
delight that one of our own BC beekeepers, Heather Higo,
was this year’s recipient of the Fred Rathje award! The award
has been in place since the mid-1980s and was created by
CHC in memory of Fred Rathje of Alberta. Fred Rathje was a
prominent figure in the development of Alberta’s beekeeping
industry and his involvement led to the establishment of the
Alberta Beekeepers' Cooperative. The Fred Rathje award
may be accorded once a year to a person who has made
great contributions to the beekeeping community. Heather’s
many years of involvement with bees and managing Mark
Winston’s bee lab (and its numerous students) would have
deserved such recognition, but she continued her involvement
in queen rearing and has recently become involved in Dr.
Leonard Foster’s bee research program. It is a well-deserving
award to Heather who has made a lifelong commitment to
beekeeping and apiculture research.
Bayvarol – Flumethrin
Bayer and its Canadian affiliates have applied to the Pest
Management Regulatory Agency (PMRA) for the registration
of Bayvarol. This mite control product is a synthetic pyrethroid
with flumethrin as its active ingredient, classified as a Group
3A insecticide and delivered in a impregnated plastic strip.
Synthetic pyrethroids are highly attractive because of their
low toxicity, negligible residue risk, ease of application and

good biodegradability.
Apistan (with fluvalinate as active ingredient) is also
a synthetic pyrethroid insecticide. It has been available to
Canadian beekeepers since 1993 but after about 10 years of
usage, the product began to lose its efficacy because of mite
resistance. Apistan is still widely used because after several
years of non-usage, Apistan regains its efficacy but only
temporarily. Since flumethrin and fluvalinate are Group 3A
insecticides, beekeepers should be aware of the possibility
that cross-resistance to flumethrin may occur and that the
efficacy period of the product may be reduced. To reduce the
risk of cross-resistance, it is recommended that flumethrin is
used in rotation with other non-Group 3A products, such as
Apivar, Thymol, etc. It is expected that Bayvarol will become
available to beekeepers in 2017.
Food for Bees Initiative
More than 10 years ago, the BC Blueberry Council requested
spport from the Apiculture program in establishing strategies
to enhance bumblebee populations in and near blueberry
plantings. While blueberry growers were not planning to
reduce the use of honey bee colonies, studies had shown
that bumblebees are highly effective natural pollinators of
blueberry and that in combination with honey bees, the crop
fruit set would be optimized.
Removal of undisturbed nesting habitat has long been
identified as one of the major causes of reduced wild pollinator
populations, but we quickly determined that starvation was a
far greater threat to wild pollinators. After crop bloom, local
habitats are often void of bee forage which is particularly

threatening to wild pollinators that tend to be short-distance
foragers and can’t access food sources at great distances.
Periodic and overall decline of bee forage availability is
now recognized as a serious environmental issue. Pollinator
declines are indicative of environments that are under stress
and signal long-term unsustainability. Modern farming
practices involve the process of reducing biodiversity of
the local environment; only desired crops or livestock
are permitted on the land base while other life forms are
controlled or removed. This ensures that the natural resources
of the land base are only available to the crop or livestock.
In the past, when farms were small and often surrounded by
natural undisturbed habitat, the biodiversity remained largely
intact. Modern farm practices involve much larger areas often
far beyond the cultivated field, which are subject to vegetation
control, soil alteration, ditches and drainage systems, all of
which threaten the natural nesting habitat and forage sources
of bees.
The same biodiversity-reduced environment is created
on public and private properties in urban environments
where vegetation is often selected for esthetic reasons, low
maintenance, low cost and long-held landscaping methods.
The Ministry of Agriculture has recognized that with modest
changes, many agencies and organizations that manage public
and private lands could enhance biodiversity by planting
bee forage sources. Organizations include other ministries
and agencies, municipalities, school districts and mining
companies involved in reclamation projects. In addition, the
farming community can incorporate management practices
that provide bee forage near crop plantings. To encourage
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Okanagan Beekeeping Supplies
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www.okanaganbeekeepingsupplies.com
info@okanaganbeekeepingsupplies.com
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participation, the Ministry of Agriculture has initiated a
voluntary program for organizations to participate in planting
bee forage. As an information and contact source, a webpage
has been created: www.gov.bc.ca/foodforbees.
A second component to the Food for Bees initiative is a
collaboration with the retail nursery industry to promote the
planting of nectar and pollen bearing plants to the public
through posters, stickers and other promotional materials.
Beekeepers can also do their part.
While many factors affect the abundance and species
diversity of pollinators in the environment, it is expected that
the bee forage initiative will enhance pollinator populations in
many areas over time.
Beekeeping Courses
The Ministry will be offering its annual Introduction to
Beekeeping course again this spring. The course will be
offered in two formats; the classroom format and through
a series of webinar sessions. The classroom format is
a comprehensive course delivered through 6 classes on
Wednesday evenings starting on March 15. The course has
limited seating and is only an option for those located in the
Fraser Valley. The webinar course is a condensed version
of the classroom course, and was developed a few years
ago to offer an educational opportunity to beekeepers and
aspiring beekeepers outside the Fraser Valley. The webinar
course involves four consecutive live sessions on Saturday
mornings. For the first time this year, each session is recorded
and can be accessed afterwards. Since the course is free and
location is irrelevant, it has attracted the interest of beekeepers
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throughout BC and beyond. This year, the participation list
includes nearly 400 names, which confirms the strong interest
among beekeepers and non-beekeepers to learn more about
bees and beekeeping management. For more information,
please visit www.gov.bc.ca/apiculture and select Courses.
Check Your Mites – Regularly
As reported in the previous issue of BeesCene, beekeepers
should monitor for varroa from early spring onward. We
recommend beekeepers use a standard detection test every 4-6
weeks, and to record mite counts. When the same test method
is used consistently at regular intervals, you will not only be
able to count the number of mites but also determine mite
population trends. Understanding population trends gives you
a powerful tool to know when you should apply mite controls
to prevent losses later in the season. For details, please refer
to www.gov.bc.ca/apiculture and select Bulletins #221 and
#222. ❀
Paul van Westendorp
Provincial Apiculturist
British Columbia

100 Plastic Frame Feeders with ladders for sale, fit
deep hives, single frame capacity, $5 each. Contact Bob
Meredith in Lillooet at (250) 256-7231. Can bring them
to the semi-annual meeting.

2017 Semi-Annual AGM and Spring Education Day

Friday, March 10 – Saturday, March 11, 2017
Kamloops, BC

Location: Holiday Inn & Suites, 675 Tranquille Road, Kamloops, BC
Keynote
Speaker

Mike Palmer ©2011 John Snowdon

The BCHPA is pleased to announce that it has confirmed Mike Palmer, an experienced
and sought-after beekeeper, as the keynote speaker for the association’s semi-annual
convention on March 10-11 in Kamloops. Palmer, who lives in French Hills, Vermont and
has practiced beekeeping for 40-plus years, keeps 700 production hives, produces
his own queens, and annually produces about 30 tons of honey. Palmer argues that
for beekeepers to be successful – and sustainable – they need to produce their own
queens and not rely on those raised in California, Alabama and southern states. He is a
frequent guest speaker at meetings around North America, focusing on nuc production,
overwintering on double-stacked five-frame side-by-side hives, and sustainable honey
production.
The semi-annual convention will also feature a multi-pronged look at the local,
provincial and federal rules around the production and sale of honey. Whether it is
selling honey at the farm gate or farmer’s market, or creating a market interprovincially
or even internationally, the health and labeling regulations governing honey can be
confusing. With Health Canada now considering changing mandatory labeling for honey,
the time is right for the BCHPA to hold a session trying to demystify rules for both
hobbyist and commercial producers.

The Business Day is free for all to attend.
The Education Day

is $75 for members, and $115 for non-members.
Online Registration is available
on the BCHPA website: www.bcbeekeepers.com
For those who wish to pay via cheque, send fee to:
British Columbia Honey Producers
c/o BCHPA, Treasurer
P.O. Box 5594 Victoria, B.C. V8R 6S4

Accommodations:

Holiday Inn Hotel & Suites
675 Tranquille Road,
Kamloops, BC V2B 3H7
Ph: (250) 376-8288
The Holiday Inn Hotel & Suites is holding a block of rooms
for BCHPA registrants at the rate of $115 per night.
When booking, please call the hotel directly
and use the code “Beekeepers” for special rate.
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Bee Research Update from UBC
by Ali McAfee
Project update
As reported in previous issues, we have been very busy
tackling the mountain of antenna samples that need to be
dissected, to analyze their proteins and ultimately find markers
for selective breeding. Now, we are happy to report that all the
antenna samples are finally processed and we’ve moved on to
an only slightly less daunting task: protein extraction.
To put the scale of this project into perspective, over 50,000
individual bees have now been dissected, making a total of
~2,700 samples to analyze. This is a mind-boggling number
of samples. After the protein is prepared, it will take one mass
spectrometry instrument (the piece of equipment that lets us
identify and measure the proteins) about 250 days to complete
the analysis. However, the data to come out the other end will
certainly be worth it!
In other news, the BeeOmics project now has its own
web domain: www.beeomics.ca (tweet @beeomics). There,
you can find a record of our project updates, as well as more
detailed information about the background, rationale and
mission. Perhaps most importantly, the comment threads are
ideal places for you to ask us questions or give us feedback –
maintaining this kind of dialogue is a crucial part of what we
do.
On the website, we also have a live survey (click on the
“Calling all bee breeders!” link) that needs more participants.
As you know, the ultimate goal of Project BeeOmics is to
offer a new molecular diagnostic service that can guide
selective breeding for beneficial traits. Before the service can
be implemented, we need to gather more information from
breeders – from hobbyists to those with big commercial
operations – who might want to take advantage of this
technology.
Even if you only breed queens for your personal use, your
feedback here would be much appreciated! This information
will be an important tool to help us understand the current state
of queen breeding, and what challenges and opportunities lie
ahead as we strive to strengthen this industry.
Article summary: Is low genetic diversity really a problem?
This question has raised some considerable debate
amongst scientists and beekeepers alike. Since bees have been
domesticated and selectively bred for so long (about 4,600
years, by some estimates1), conventional wisdom leads us
to predict that we have bred out a lot of the diversity they
once had (like we’ve done with other agricultural livestock),
creating genetically uniform populations.
But when it comes to bees, experimental evidence does
not always support this idea. In fact, one key paper published
back in 2012 suggests just the opposite: that genetic diversity
in managed bees is higher than their wild counterparts2.
Selective breeding can indeed lead to genetic uniformity.
For example, dogs have been selectively bred for thousands
of years, which has led to “inbreeding depression” – the
term we use for how inbred populations are less fit than
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outbred, genetically diverse
populations. The negative
health effects of this are
evident by the unusually
high precedence of diseases
like hip dysplasia and
cancer, among others.
Honey bees, too, have
been selectively bred for
specific traits and large
fractions of queens come
from the same genetic
background, so it is an
intuitive assumption that
they also suffer from
genetic uniformity. This
Ali McAfee
could impact their ability
to deal with the challenges
of modern life (e.g., pesticides, disease). However, several
factors have helped them overcome this challenge, and
from a genetic standpoint domestication has actually been
beneficial.
First, the basic biology of honey bee sexual reproduction
gives them an upper hand against genetic uniformity compared
to most other species. The polyandrous (many fathers) mating
system makes convergence on a limited set of genes an
unlikely event to start with.
Furthermore, natural selection (as well as beekeeper
selection) tends not to favour inbred queens because they are
more likely to produce shotgun brood patterns. This happens
because inbreeding increases the chances of laying diploid
drones – that is, eggs which would normally develop as
workers, but have two of the same sex determination gene
sequences instead of two different ones. Eggs like this (and
all haploid eggs) will develop into drones, whereas those
with two different sequences develop into workers. The
diploid drones are abnormal and are eliminated by the other
workers, weakening the colony’s workforce and making the
colony as a whole less fit than outbred colonies. This effect is
probably subtle compared to the other factors mentioned here,
though.
Honey bees have even further ammunition against
genetic uniformity via incredibly high rates of “genetic
recombination,” which can be thought of as mixing and
matching of DNA. Every sexually reproducing organism
must produce gametes (sperm, eggs) for mating, and during
this process (called meiosis), pieces of DNA are swapped
between chromosomes to create gametes with new sequence
combinations. In other words, it increases the genetic diversity
without needing new DNA. But what is special about honey
bees is that they do this more than any other animal that’s
been measured. To put it into perspective, in humans there are
about 2 or 3 DNA swapping events per chromosome. In bees,
there are more like 50 – a number so high it’s unheard of.
One worry people have about domestication is that it has
dramatically increased the density of colonies in managed

areas, and if they are already genetically similar (say, all the
queens came from one breeder colony), this may undermine
the above processes. However, the work of Harpur et al.
(2012)2 shows that domesticated bee populations in Europe
and North America are actually more genetically diverse
than the wild populations in Africa. The authors suggest that
admixture – the mixing of formerly isolated populations – is
enough to counteract the constraints imposed by managed
operations.
So in reality, management and the associated movement
of colonies between countries and continents has allowed
geographically isolated populations to intermingle and
produce greater diversity than before. The idea that
management could increase diversity is so counter-intuitive,
another group published a critical opinions article in the same
journal3; however, these have been thoroughly addressed by
Harpur et al. in a subsequent rebuttal4. I highly recommend
taking a look at all three articles if you are interested in more
details of the subject.

In summary, genetic uniformity may become an issue for
bees in the future and we should continue to promote diversity
where we can. But it cannot explain the health issues seen in
bees today. ❀
1. Graystock P, Blane EJ, McFrederick QS, Goulson D,
Hughes WOH (2015) Do managed bees drive parasite spread
and emergence in wild bees? International Journal for
Parasitology: Parasites and Wildlife. 5(1): 64-75.
2. Harpur BA, Minaei S, Kent CF and Zayed A (2012)
Management increases genetic diversity of honey bees via
admixture. Molecular Ecology. 21(18): 4414-21.
3. De la Rua P, Jaffe R, Munoz I, Serrano J, Moritz RFA (2013)
Conserving genetic diversity in the honey bee. Comments on
Harpur et al. Molecular Ecology. 22(12): 3208-10.
4. Harpur BA, Minaei S, Kent CF, Zayed A (2013) Admixture
increases diversity in managed honey bees: Reply to De la
Rúa et al. Molecular ecology. 22(12): 3211-5.
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Whitehorse Community
Garden and Apiary
by Randy Lamb
2017 will be the 20th growing season of the Whitehorse
Community Garden, and it was
decided to do something extra
special to help make it a memorable year. What better way to
make our garden even more
sustainable and integrated with
our urban neighbourhood than
to establish an apiary there?
Locating an apiary in a residential section of downtown
Whitehorse meant that proper
planning and involvement with
the city of Whitehorse would
be key to making the apiary a
long term success. Although there have been bee hives and
beekeepers in Whitehorse since at least the 1970s (and likely
much earlier), the city had no means of legitimizing our apiary or officially giving it a permit, as can be done in many
southern cities such as Vancouver.
Whitehorse is a progressive city and had already stated
support for apiaries in their 2010 Official Community Plan.
Timing for our project was excellent as the city had recently
published their 2015 Sustainability Plan and were now beginning to develop a new Local Food and Urban Agriculture
Strategy. It was time to practice my waggle-dance, make a
beeline over to city hall and get their planners buzzing over

this exciting beekeeping project.
Currently there are no guidelines for keeping bees in the
Yukon or Whitehorse, so it was proposed to follow Vancouver’s guidelines, which are very comprehensive. To be done
correctly, it was decided with city planning that we would
need to designate the apiary as a legitimate activity for the
community garden property, which is already leased from
the city.
The spot zoning process was begun early in 2016 to allow
for time for the public process. This required a formal application, local advertising, a public open house and a public
comment opportunity. In the end, 15 letters of support were
received from neighbours and community organizations to
support the approval of our project. City council granted approval to begin and later that June the apiary was set up and
the bees were added.
Many of the materials for the apiary were salvaged, repurposed, borrowed or donated to help keep costs down. We
were especially thankful for an environmental grant from the
city for covering a portion of our other startup costs.
The two new bee hives serve many roles in our northern community. Our honey bees scout the downtown area
for nectar sources and to help with pollination duties. They
serve to educate the city and residents on the important roles
that all bees play in our urban, rural and wilderness environments. During 2016, the apiary site quickly became a popular host to many educational events: a “meet-the-bees” evening for local residents, bee talks for summer camp kids, and
sustainability discussions for high school and college kids.
The highlight event at the end of our summer was our
new apiary hosting part of the 2016 Yukon Introductory BeeBeginner's beekeeping course at the community apiary
keeping course. This included a hands-on hive inspection
with Rudi Peters instructing. 
Photo by Randy Lamb
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and honey harvest demonstration by
visiting master beekeeper Rudi Peters,
who came up from Terrace to instruct
the BCHPA course to 20 new Yukon
beekeepers.
Despite not getting our new bees
until mid-June, the new apiary was a
great success. They gained the trust
and support of city staff and residents.
They demonstrated their value in their
downtown urban environment. At the
end of their first season the bees did
manage to produce a small surplus of
Class participants; the author is in the middle
holding a hive tool.  Photo by Stephen Mooney
honey, which was shared with project supporters,
immediate neighbours, and the Whitehorse Food
Bank. A small amount was also sold to members
of the community garden to help purchase seeds
for 2017 and to recoup some of the project startup costs. 2017 will be our first full year with honey
bees and we are anticipating a very productive 20th
season at the Whitehorse Community Garden. ❀

The first jars of honey from the hives at the community apiary.
 Photo by Randy Lamb
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Reflections on Our Roots
by Jane Ramsay
The following is a collection of stories about ancient plants
and pollinators, based on published articles written by
palaeontologists and other scientists who have been involved
in recent important fossil discoveries. In the past few years,
advances in technologies have allowed scientists to discern
critical details in fossils, and this new ability has coincided
with some significant fossil finds in recent years.
I hope that readers will enjoy a very backward glance at
ancient bee plants and bees. From a practical point of view,
it can be argued that a better appreciation and understanding
of the evolution of angiosperms (flowering plants) and
pollinators, including bees, may help us to better comprehend
their importance and fragility.
Earliest Angiosperms in North America
Apparently, looking in the back of the drawers can be useful.
In 2011, Nathan Jud, then a PhD student at the University of
Maryland, made a significant discovery while perusing the
Smithsonian’s paleobotanical/plant fossil collection. Nathan
was examining what he at first took to be a fern fossil, found
in the 1970s in Virginia and dated at 125 – 115 million years
old. As he examined deeper layers of the fossil, previously
hidden from view, he found 2 leaflets connected to each
other, complex net-venation and glandular teeth at the leaf
margins, that allowed the leaf to shed excess water.
These characteristics confirmed that this “fern” was an
early flowering plant. Flowering plants, which reproduce via
complex sexual structures and bear fruit, now dominate the
planet and provide us with most of our food. For the first 300
million years of plant existence, starting 450 million years
ago, the only types of vegetation were algae, mosses and

ferns, which reproduce with spores, or gymnosperms which
produce naked seeds but no flowers.
The rock that the fossil was preserved in has been dated
to the Early Cretaceous, 125 – 115 million years ago, based
on the pollen preserved in the rock. The same layer produced
a small collection of other flowering plant species, and
together they are the oldest ever discovered flowering plants
in North America1.
Dr. Jud shared a little of what transpired when he found
the first fossil: “When I first found the fossil that is now called
Potomacapnos, I thought it was a strange fern fragment.
Clearly it was odd enough that the original collector kept it,
but small pieces of fern foliage are common and often not
very useful, which may be why it was unidentified. Upon
closer inspection (I removed the rock material covering most
of the fossil and examined it under a microscope), it turned
out to be part of the leaf of an important group of flowering
plants (the eudocots).
Once I realized that some early flowering plants look
superficially like ferns, I went through all of the other
drawers containing fern fossils from the Early Cretaceous
to check for more flowering plants that may have been
misidentified. That search was successful and led to the
recognition of Fairlingtonia as an another early flowering
plant in the same group!2 This one was more than just a
leaf fragment - it was the whole plant - stems, leaves, and
roots all attached! Amazingly, there were many specimens
collected in the 1800’s from Virginia and Maryland that all
turned out to be Fairlingtonia.”

Fairlingtonia thyrsopteroides fossil.

Image courtesy of Nathan Jud.

Potomacapnos fossil. Image courtesy of Nathan Jud
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The fossils which were examined by Jud are remarkable
for anatomical traits previously thought to have appeared
much more recently. It is evidence that the complexity of
early flowering plants had been underestimated.
The Potomacapnos fossil most closely resembles a
modern subfamily called Fumarioideae which includes the
familiar bleeding heart plant of our gardens. The fossil was
excavated in 1971 by a former curator of the Smithsonian,
during a dig at the Dutch Gap in Virginia. The sediments

were exposed more than 100 years previously by freed slaves
who were forcibly taken from the Roanoke Island Freedman
Colony by Union troops to dig a canal. Jud, who wanted
to honour the legacy, named the plant Potomac (Potomac
bed of rock) capnos (refers to its poppy-like appearance)
apeleutheron (Greek for freedman’s) – or Freedman’s poppy
from the Potomac.
Foraging Habits of an Ancient Bee
In November of 2015, an article in Current Biology3 focused
on the identification of individual pollen grains found on
6 fossilized bee species from the now extinct tribe called
Electrapini. (Tribe is a secondary rank that falls between
family and genus, which can be split into smaller related
groups called subtribes. Tribes are mainly, though not always,
used in botany to classify plants. The insect world also uses
tribes as a classification rank, for example, Bombini is the
tribe of bumblebees.)4
A drawing of the holotype of E. electrapoides.
These 44 - 48 million year old specimens were found in an  Image courtesy of Torsten Wappler
oil shale deposits in localities close to Frankfurt, Germany.
The pollen grains found in the pollen baskets of the bees’ has features of both bees and wasps, but has been classified
legs, were mainly from one type of floral source, whereas the as a bee.6 The point in time at which this bee was trapped
pollen on the body came from other, different sources. The coincides with the diversification of angiosperms.
pollen from the baskets, which was presumed to have been
actively collected by the bees, came from evergreen shrubs A Very Ancient Pollinator
which all had the same floral structure. The body pollen came Recent re-examination of the fossil of a large butterfly insect,
known as the Kalligrammatid lacewing, have shown it to be
remarkably similar to modern butterflies. These lacewings
fluttered around in fern and cycad filled woodlands about 120
million years ago (Mesozoic). New finds of these species, from
two sites in northeastern China, are very well preserved and
reveal structures such as nectar sucking mouth parts, which
indicate that these insects were probably important pollinators
during the mid-Mesozoic.5

Holotype of Electrais electrapoides.

Image courtesy of Torsten Wappler
from a variety of plants which are thought to have been visited
indiscriminately, possibly en route to or from the nest.
One of the co-authors suggests that this information about
ancient bee behaviour has relevance today, and notes that bees
have changed little in the past 48 million years. The author
goes on to point out that this could mean that bees are relatively
slow to evolve or adapt to change – at least in their pollen
foraging and collection strategies. The authors also conclude
that a study of foraging patterns must include attention to
the pollen adhering to body hairs in addition the basket
pollen, in order to appreciate the total range of plants visited.
The Oldest Bee Fossil So Far
Examination of the oldest bee fossil supports the theory
that bees evolved from wasps. In 2006, a 100 million year
old bee found in amber inside a mine in Myanmar (Burma)

Melittosphex bee in amber from Myanmar.

Image courtesy of George Poinar
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However, these lacewings did not coexist with nectar
producing flowers. They would have fed on sugary pollen
drops produced by seed plants (gymnosperms), transferring
pollen between male and female plants as they did so.
The First Record of Insect Pollination?
In May 2012, amber from Spain, dating from the Cretaceous
period, revealed what scientists claim is “the first record of
insect pollination”.7 The examination of specimens was
achieved with powerful high resolution x-rays at the European
Synchotron Radiation Facility. The insect was identified as a
Thysanopteran and was one of many minute pollen or sap
feeding fossilized insects found in this Basque area of Spain
over the last 20 years. The insects’ hairs were examined
using this relatively new technology, revealing a remarkable
similarity to the microscopic structure of pollen collecting bee
hairs. The pollen was identified as coming from cycad species.
Beetle Power
Coleoptera, or the beetles, constitute almost half of all known
life forms today and are among the most important pollinators
of flowering plants. Beetles co-evolved with the first flowering
plants and diversified in the early Cretaceous, probably prior
to the appearance of the first bees.
The Birds’ Story
The Synchotron Radiation Facility has also been used by
a team of German scientists to identify multiple species of
pollen inside the stomach of a 47 million year old fossil of a
bird.8 They claim that this shows the earliest evidence of birdassisted pollination.
Early Mammals and Flowers
A surge of spectacular discoveries of ancient mammals
in the last 15 years has allowed scientists to chart more
of our pedigree that, until recent years, was not possible
because of fossil scarcity. Notable mammalian fossils have
been unearthed in Fleming Fjord, Greenland, Naciemiento
Formation, New Mexico, and Tiaojishan Formation, China.
Distant ancestors of ours were tiny, scurrying, night-loving,
warm blooded mammals, co-existing with the early flowering
plants of the day. Mammalian tribospheric molars with upper
and lower teeth able to fit together, creating a mortar and
pestle effect, allowed processing of a variety of plant foods,
including fruits and seeds.
The dietary switch of early mammals is directly connected
to the rise of flowering plants co-evolving with associated
pollinators. As global temperatures rose, tropical forests
spread and our early ancestors followed the fruits, seeds
and flowers to the treetops, developing dexterity and precise
vision.
“The Abominable Mystery”
Charles Darwin, the well known naturalist and author of The
Origin of Species, is famous for a remark about the evolution
of flowers. He is quoted as saying that the evolution of flowers
“is an abominable mystery”. Darwin is making reference to
the sudden appearance of angiosperms in the fossil record
about 100 million years ago.
Naturalists, scientists and palaeontologists continue
to work on the challenge of filling in the blanks in this
evolutionary record that so puzzled Darwin. These new fossil
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finds, especially those in China, coupled with the use of x-ray
technologies, are revealing more of this story and in more
detail. However, there may be a genetic trick involved in this
apparently rapid evolution of flowering plants, according to
some plant geneticists.
A Genetic Answer
Ambroella trichopoda is a plant now found on various Pacific
Islands and it is the last of an ancient lineage. According
to plant geneticists, Ambroella’s ancestors underwent a
polyploidy event around 200 million years ago. This resulted
in a doubling of genetic material which provided ingredients
for a parade of genetic mutations to ensuing plant descendents
and included many new characteristics such as flowers. This
genetic event has been interpreted as an occurrence that could
help to explain a rapid angiosperm evolution.9 ❀
Jane MacDonald (Ramsay) studied agriculture at Guelph
University and is a Qualified Plantsman (OAC). She lives
in Oak Bay, Victoria with her 3 cats, a garden, bees and her
youngest son.
In the early 80’s, while at SFU, she began collecting
information on notable Canadian nectar and pollen plants. It
was an engaging and rewarding project that turned This work
turned into a book, 'Plants for Beekeeping in Canada and the
Northern USA', which was published by the IBRA while she
was living and working in Cambridge, UK. While living in
England, Jane completed training in botanical illustration
through the Cambridge University Botanic Garden.
Prior to her studies, she spent several summers working for
beekeepers in northern Alberta and in PEI. She also worked
as an Apiary Inspector in both PEI and Alberta, in the era
that was mite-free. Soon after moving to Vancouver Island in
the 90’s, she worked for Babe’s Honey while the Warrens were
both alive and in charge of operations.
For the past 10 years, she has been based at a local middle
school and assists students with special needs, including
students who require deaf blind intervention.
Footnotes
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Honey and Food Safety
by Kerry Clark
Natural honey, in spite of its great diversity around the world,
is an inherently safe food product. Unlike meat, dairy, vegetables and many restaurant prepared foods, food borne illnesses
from honey are virtually unknown. Honey bees are more sensitive to toxins than people; bees healthy enough to gather
nectar have physiological mechanisms to prevent most significant food concerns from honey. Rare cases, from unusual
plants or unusual weather conditions have been reported, and
the causes have been recorded for ongoing avoidance.
What about the reported association of honey with infant
botulism? The concept is that some children under 1 year of
age have intestinal biota that is not capable of preventing the
growth of botulism spores. Honeys from other parts of the
world have been found to have botulism spores; this is not inconceivable because such spores are widely present in places
like soil and wind-carried dust. There have been ~ 40 cases of
infant botulism in Canada since the 1970s. Three of those are
recorded as having had exposure to honey. I’d bet that ALL
had exposure to “dust”, the supposed origin of the spores in
honey. I’ve not seen evidence that those honeys were found
to have spores, so it is listed as an “association” rather than
a cause. The Canadian honey industry has addressed this by
having samples of honey examined from across the country
and I understand that the spore type causing infant botulism
was never found. Spores that could be the cause were never
found. Because honey is not essential to infants, and the consequence of infant botulism is so tragic, however, the industry
agrees with a the recommendation to not feed honey to infants
under 1 year of age. Anyone who has had a pre-natal class or
presentation will likely encounter this, and perhaps wonder
why it is so stressed.
Commercial honey, a world commodity vulnerable to human error, rarely has had food quality or safety issues in Canada. Concerns exist about false or misleading labels, adulteration with imported non-honey products, and sometimes residues of unlicensed treatment products. Cases of food-borne
illness from small honey packers? I can say I haven’t heard of
ANY, and I’m confident it can certainly be nowhere near the
scale of problems with large meat packers, vegetables shipped
from afar, even restaurants.
Why then would there be an initiative to pursue extra
regulations and costs for honey production? Well, there is, in
Canada. Is there any point in being critical of any regulations
labeled as targeting food safety? I can agree that large, commercial honey producer/packers may benefit from adhering to
CFIA standards, registration and inspection, to comply with
international trade regulations. Food safety standards may
be desirable, even if there is no history of them being necessary to achieve a safety record free of incidents. With the new
regulations, cost-recovery measures are being proposed (fees
for facility inspection). There is a comment period for the new
regulations, ending on April 21. Have a look and add your
views: www.inspection.gc.ca/safefood
Are such regulations necessary for small local operators? I
have seen no evidence of a problem, so if the system is already

achieving safe food, will there be a benefit to the substantial
costs? I don’t recognize one. How about downsides? I can
think of many. Exclusion from local markets would likely reduce the feasibility and existence of small beekeeping, which
is 80% of the number of beekeepers in many areas. Onerous,
unnecessary regulations, expensive to implement, could create a significant financial barrier to people who want to enter
our industry. An exemption from these new regulations for
small producers seems reasonable. It could allow new entrants
to the industry and act to maintain the essential pollination
services (often unpaid) with benefits about ten-fold over the
value of honey produced.
The proposed regulations published in the recent edition of
the Canada Gazette indicate that the new CFIA standards may
not apply to beekeepers selling less than $30,000 of honey
per year. This would equate to a beekeeper managing approximately fifty hives or less. I feel this is a sensible compromise.
It will allow young people to join our industry and develop a
local market for their honey before taking the expensive step
of building a CFIA approved plant - or to purchase an established beekeeping operation.
I don’t see the justification for making it illegal for a beekeeper managing even one beehive to extract and sell or gift
honey to their neighbour. This seems unnecessary, impractical overkill. I feel such a policy would not serve the interest
of consumers, BCHPA members or allow the recruitment of
new beekeepers to our industry. I encourage you to give some
thought to the proposal and make your views known (including support for an exemption for small scale, non-export producers) during the comment period up to mid-April, 2017. ❀
NUCS AND POLLINATION HIVES AVAILABLE
300+ strong, healthy 4 frame nucs available from May
through August. BC raised queens also available. Our nucs
consist of 3 frames of brood, 1 frame of honey/pollen and
1 young laying queen in full depth equipment. 200 strong
pollination hives for rent in cherries, apples, blueberries and
raspberries. Contact Matt at Nagy Apiaries for pricing and
order details 250-306-9896 or email nagylandscaping@
shaw.ca
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Saskatraz breeding stock
available in 2017

A Bee’s Best
Defense
AgAinst the
VArroA Mite
Apistan® anti-varroa mite strips are
an essential part of any varroa mite
control program.
• The convenience of no-mess strips.
• Easy-to-follow application.
• Fluvalinate, the active ingredient
in Apistan® is released at a
constant, controlled rate, targeting
varroa as they emerge from
brood cells.
• Tough on mites. Gentle on bees.
• Won’t leave a residue in honey.
• Economical, Health Canada
approved varroa miticide.

Queen cells from tested Saskatraz breeders ($20).
Closed population mated breeder queens ($300).
Out-crossed breeder queens ($100).
Saskatraz stock carrying VSH trait added in 2012, also available
as queen cells and mated queens in May 2017. Inquire.
US-raised Saskatraz hybrid production queens are available
April 15th to August 15th ($30 US). These hybrids will produce
pure Canadian Saskatraz drones for stud use.
All breeding stock tested and certified.
See www.saskatraz.com for breeding information and updates.
Saskatraz stock bred in Saskatchewan for honey production,
wintering ability and resistance to mites and brood diseases.

For additional information, contact your favourite
bee supplies company or call 1-800-688-7378.
Always read and follow label directions.

Apistan and Apistan with design are registered trademarks of Wellmark International.
©2002, 2009, 2012 Wellmark International.

BeesCene journal – BC Honey ProducersV2.indd 1
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Email a.j.robertson@sasktel.net
or phone (306)-373-9140
cell 306 270 6627 for prices and availability.

GOOD THINGS
COME IN SMALL PACKAGES

Glass Jars
in a variety
of Sizes and Shapes

(604) 270-0111

140 – 9200 Van Horne Way, Richmond B.C. V6X 1W3

www.richardspackaging.com
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Successful Beekeeping
Starting with Artificial Swarms
by Bill Ruzicka
Buying bees: how to replace lost
bees, to make an increase, and to
start beekeeping are important
decisions. When buying bees there
are packages, nucs, natural swarms
and artificial swarms.
An artificial swarm is a better way to
replace bees if you have losses or if
you want to increase colony numbers.
If installed in drawn deep comb with
stores, it will become a full sized
colony which will produce an average or better crop in the
summer. It eliminates the transfer of diseases like AFB; I will
explain why and how later in this article.
In the late 70’s, I bought a 100 hive outfit and went through
all the normal sources of acquiring bees (in this article I will
share all those ways with you). The operation only had 20 live
colonies and a lot of old equipment of every size imaginable;
each bottom board had its own custom entrance reducer. You
had to sit there trying every one until you found a match. Being
educated as an engineer this did not work for me, and I spent
the rest of the summer and winter sorting and standardizing
all the equipment. On the advice of Leo Fuhr, I re-queened all
20 colonies with Vernon Stock queens and prepared them well
for winter, hoping to be able to do many splits come spring.
Lesson 1: Splits and Hive Arrangements
I wintered 20 colonies in 2 rows, side by side and back to back,
2 high in one gigantic winter wrap of insulation covered by
black paper. This taught me a lesson in drifting. In the spring,
the hives at the end of rows were boomers while the inside
middle ones were poor boys, needing a lot of extra attention.
In April we pulled them apart and arranged them in groups
of 4 spread out in a circle, as in the photo. By late May we
were able to split them into 50 honey producing hives. Lesson
learned...I adapted this model to all my yards (4 to a pallet
arranged in a circle), and it has eliminated drifting.

Lesson 2. Packages and Equipment
In the late 70’s, packages were
typical to Canadian beekeeping, and
consisted of 2-2.5lbs of bees, with
a mated queen and no comb. After
the first frost in late August, most
northern commercial beekeepers
at that time gassed their bees and
extracted all the honey, sorting the
equipment to receive packages again
the next spring. Each March, Ernie
Fuhr took his truck to California to
pick up 2500 packages - 2000 for
himself and 500 for sale; he would
stop at his parents’ house in Vernon, and that’s where I got my
first 50 packages. I installed them into well prepared boxes

with drawn comb and gallon feeders full of feed on top. They
took off nicely and produced honey.
I decided to do the same the next year but did not have
much drawn comb. Instead, I had made a lot of frames with
fresh foundation over the winter. I fed the same way, then
relied on the honey flow. By mid-August they were only on
4-5 frames.
I learned that it takes 7 lbs of honey to create 1 lb of wax.
Doing a substantial amount of feeding from the middle of
August until the end of September, I was able to bring them
all to 6-8 frames. With the inner feeder full I set them on top of
2 story colonies. They were arranged with 4 towers per pallet;
4 doubles with 4 singles on top. They were then wrapped with
packs made of plywood and 1” corolite walls, with 3 1/2”
fiberglass insulation in plastic bags on top.
Lesson learned: Do not put the packages on foundation only.
If you do, make sure to provide plenty of heavy feed (16 kg
of sugar mixed to make 20L of finished syrup - 16 kg of sugar
with 20 L water would be too light). I learned how to winter
small colonies and how much it costs to draw foundation.
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Lesson 3: Nucs and Courses
I have also made my share of nucs. When I was reducing
from 500 to 280 colonies it was a nice way to sell the surplus
equipment. Then in the late 80’s, the first mites came and the
borders were closed. This kickstarted the BC bee breeding
industry and my accounting mind could not justify making
and selling nucs. Why?
In the central Okanagan, in wild bush and on non-irrigated
lands, to make and draw a perfect brood frame cost me $10
each. So 4 frames = 40$, and selling nucs at that time (for 45$)
did not make much sense. So I developed my Artificial Swarm
method which we will return to at the end of this article.
With the current price of nucs at 200$+ the choice is yours.
If you are just starting with all new equipment and foundation
only, you better be prepared to provide plenty of heavy feed.
You also have to find a reliable source; talk and ask many
questions to all the people you meet and discuss purchases
they have made before you. Nucs should be 3 frames in April
or 4 frames in late May.
A note about College or Community Courses: They are
the way we pay for our freedom. Anyone can come and
decide to put on courses about bees, but they may not have
accreditation. So, it is important to do your research. Find
out if that person has certification as a beginner instructor by
BC Honey Producers’ Association. I participated with Lance
Cuthill in the creation of this course. It may not be the best in
the world, but ensures that not just anybody teaches, no wrong
ideas are thought, or personal profit is achieved from the sale
of bad nucs and queens. Now back to nucs.
Options for Increasing Colony Numbers
A: Indisputably the best option if you buy nucs, are nucs
made after pollination, from overwintered hives with queens
reared in June of the previous year. With proper feed or a
honey flow, they will draw foundation and produce honey that
year.
B: Nucs with imported queens are quite common and do
work. They are a little slower in development since the young
queen may require time to swing into full production. Some
of these queens may fail. Those who survive summer and
have full-sized colonies in August, with proper treatments,
sufficient winter stores and winter packing will be good for
the next year. ATTENTION: industrially produced queens
will most likely all be sisters, so plan on re-queening in late
May of the following year with stock from a reputable, local
bee breeder.
C: Nucs with early BC mated queens are also common but
may have badly mated queens. The reason is that there may
not be enough mature drones in April or early May. (I tried for
several years to run 2 queen colonies, rearing the extra unit on
top. The first year, by mid-May, I had 140 mated queens out
of 200. This miracle never happened again and some ran out
of sperm and became drone layers). This may happen on both
B & C nucs: try to ask the supplier if they will replace queens
if they fail by mid-July.
D: Nucs bought in mid-July are what I call splits: these are
usually well-developed units with a reliable queen and will
build up to winter and produce honey for the next two years.
They will require re-queening in the second summer.
E: Natural swarms are great to increase your numbers and
yes, the swarm will do what all swarms do, build a new
home (draw new comb). You just have to provide plenty
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of heavy feed. The queen prepares
herself for the swarm flight by
reducing egg laying for several days
until she stops entirely. She can then
wait until the bees have fully drawn
comb in the new hive, and then start
laying again. On the swarm day the
bees gorged themselves with honey
and then, during a nice afternoon, they took off to find a new
home. Any 3 square feet of space will do: your chimney, space
under stairs, in an old car, or any box. To catch them is another
lesson. What I describe above does not happen with artificial
swarms.
F: Artificial swarms: are a better way to replace bees you
lost or if you want to increase colony numbers. It is a full
size colony which will produce a full or better crop in the
summer when installed in drawn deep comb with stores.
Under this system, each swarm should have an overwintered
proven queen. The transfer of diseases like AFB is eliminated,
because there is no transfer of equipment - only the bees. The
queen will be in full production, producing upwards of 2000
eggs a day. If transferred onto clean, drawn comb, after 3 days
she will have 3 frames of eggs and 5 frames of bees, and the
rest of the frames will be prepped for brood rearing. These
swarms are produced in late May when the honey flow is on,
and in one week you need to add a second box.
This method was developed and tested in 1988, and in
1989, 100 swarms went to the Peace River area. Many more
were successfully sold for the next 10 years. The difference
compared to a natural swarm is that the queen has had no time
to prepare for swarming, and bees haven’t gorged themselves
on honey. The eggs are coming out of the queen at a rate of
2000 a day (that’s about one egg every 43 seconds), and it will
wreck her if she has no place to put them. If you give her a
place you will have 3 frames of eggs in 3 days. Then you will
need to provide plenty of heavy feed.

HOW WE DO IT:
First we work with our customers to prepare the swarm box
right. Swarms can be put in any size equipment, but inner
feeders fit into deep boxes only. In the picture you can see my
2 frame feeder with a capacity of 4 liters. It was made 30 years
ago of wood and it can also divide the hive into 2 mating nucs,
one on each side. These days you can buy 2 frame plastic
feeders; put one such feeder against the wall. Then the two
outside combs should be honey and next to them 2 frames
of pollen, and that leaves you with space in middle for 4 of
the nicest frames, ready to receive eggs. The more nicely you

prepare it, the better your results will be.
If you do not have some or any of the above equipment,
some bee breeders will provide white, fully drawn comb (that
hasn’t been used for brood), feed and pollen patties. This
would enable a quick start for these swarms. Otherwise you
should come prepared when you buy artificial swarms.
The bottom board should be fastened to the swarm
box so that the unit can be carried around without coming
apart. Entrances should have full size screens that are easily
removable and installable.
The top of the box is covered with carpet or potato sack
and a telescoping top cover so it is bee-sealed for transport to
customer destination.

In our operation,
on a nice day
in late May we
remove our hive
from the place
where it was and
put the customer
box in its place.
We find the queen,
and transfer her
with all the bees
from her comb
(in our hive), onto
clean comb in the
customer’s box.
We then shake
60% of all the bees
from all the combs
into the customer
box. The field
force will return
at the end of the
day and further strengthen the swarm. For every 3 colonies
that are shaken out, a fourth is used to incubate the brood.
The brood from the 3 original colonies is stacked onto the 4th
colony.
In 3 days, the swarms are checked for brood and for a queen.
In the past, 250 were loaded on 5 ton trucks and transported
North or to Alberta. All that is left are the tall incubators, ready
to emerge all that brood. In 10 days from the first shaking
we produce a second round of swarms. The queens for the
second round of swarms come from the incubator colonies. In
the past, 1000 3-frame mating nuc units were made up from
the brood off the incubator towers to rear our new generation
of bees. Now we do about 114 nucs, 3-5 frame mating units,
32 - 34 swarms in the first round and 12 - 14 in the second.

How we eliminate the transfer of diseases like AFB: AFB
can be transferred only by diseased comb or in the guts of
bees filled with honey. In this method comb transfer has been
eliminated. Comb with AFB scales has to be burned.
We do have to deal with spores in the bees’ guts, and that’s
what antibiotics like Oxytet or Tylosin are for. They do not
cure AFB but do prevent young (4-7 day old) larvae from
AFB infection. You have to keep it on the hives for 6 weeks
so that the bees run out of spores in their guts and you have
clean colonies. I knew this 30 years ago, and our government
now recommends it as a way to save sick colonies; paired with
the use of nuclear technology (Iotron) they say you can save
combs too.
I recommend burning the comb with scales regardless of
what anyone says.

In our case we must protect the customers from each other
and protect ourselves. We have had up to 500 customer boxes
in our yards, open to flying for several days. Regardless of
our inspection, the chance of some AFB being missed cannot
be ignored. Bees fly and drift anywhere, and the preventative
use of Oxytet in a powdered sugar mix was applied and is
still applied today to all customer boxes as well as to ours,
including each incubator.
Now, I have talked long enough. give me a call if you have
any questions: (250)-762-8156. ❀
Bill Ruzicka, PEng., is the inventor of MiteGone®, and is a
commercial bee breeder in BC. For more information about
this method and for references, please visit www.MiteGone.
com.
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FREE SHIPPING
* depending on shipping location *

ON A FULL PALLET OF CAPS (36 CASES)
CAN BE MIXED WITH ANY COLOUR OR PRINT

Herb Isaac Sales Ltd.

Honey
Equipment
Bees

SPECIALTY
CAPS

✧ New & Used beekeeping equipment
✧ Honey
✧ Ezyloaders
(Beekeeper Model 300 now available)
Ph: 204 662 4401 Fax: 204 662 4547
Come visit us on the web: www.herbee.com

Lamb Acres
Electric Fencing

Bee with Yellow Flower,
Bee with Pink Flower
and Honeycomb!

Ab, Eva and Wyatt Gorrill

Box 100
Bulyea, Saskatchewan
SOG 0L0

DON’T FORGET!

We have a wide range of
honey packaging. Call today!
Stay UP-TO-DATE with our new products by downloading

our HONEY CATALOGUE at www.dominiongrimm.ca

New products ALWAYS being added!!
D&G supports Canadian manufacturers!

jenny@dominiongrimm.ca

1 877 676 1914

Phone: 306-725-4820
Fax: 306-725-3193
www.lambacres.ca

SIMILKAMEEN APIARIES
2098 Ritchie Drive, Cawston, BC V0X 1C2

Blair & Cheryl Tarves

BC BRED QUEENS • NUCS
BREEDING STOCK
April 15 - Sept. 15

Phone 250-499-2555

BC Honey Producers’ Association

NUTRITIONAL
FACT
Nutrition Fac
LABELS PeV ar 1l etabulesr pononu t r i t i vtes

only

2¢

Bee
Bear Prepared
Your Gallagher source for quality
bear fence protection.
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Contact Us:

FenceFast411@gmail.com

ABCustomFencing.com

877 709-5451
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each

Rolls of
2000
only $40.00

(20g)
Pour 1 cuillère à table
(20g)

Amount
Teneur

% Daily Valu
% valeur quotidiennee

Calories / Calories 60
Fat / Lipides 0 g
Carbohydrates / Glucid
es 17 g
Sugars / Sucres 16 g
Protein / Protéines
0g

0%
6 %

Not a significant sour
ce of saturated fat, tran
s fat,
cholesterol, sodium,
fibre, vitamin A, vitam
in C,
calcium or iron.
Source négligeable de
lipides saturés, lipides
trans, cholestérol, sod
ium, fibres, vitamine
A,
vitamine C, calcium et
fer.

To order and for details contact:
Judy Campbell
604-856-2125
jwcampbell@campbellsgold.com

bee notes

Kamloops is BC’s first Bee City
24th,

On January
Kamloops city council unanimously
approved a motion to designate Kamloops as a ‘Bee City’.
This program was inspired by the
success of Bee City USA and was
started in early 2016 by Shelly
Candel, a former agriculture
student at the University of
Guelph. Kamloops is the third
city in Canada to become a Bee
City; Toronto was the first, and
Chestermere, Alberta, is a Bee
City just East of Calgary.
According to the Bee City
website
(www.beecitycanada.
org), participating cities are part of a North American
movement to support pollinator protection, which supports
collaboration for establishing and maintaining healthy
pollinator habitat within the municipality’s boundaries. When
a city signs on to the program, it agrees to raise community
awareness of many diverse pollinators and the benefits of
utilizing native plants in habitat protection. Bee Cities agree
to work to improve their municipal environment and the
physical and mental health of the residents, by connecting
people with nature and encouraging healthy, clean food
consumption.

Southern Alberta Beekeepers’ Meeting
You are invited to attend the 2017 Southern Alberta
Beekeepers Meeting, March 24, 2016 at Poelman Apiaries
near Fort Macleod (http://www.palbee.ca/). The meeting is
being organized by the Alberta Beekeepers’ Commission’s
Gertie Adair, Dr. Shelley Hoover (Alberta Agriculture
and Forestry), and this year’s gracious hosts, the Poelman
family. Lunch and a tour of Poelman Apiaries Ltd. Fort
Macleod operation will be included with your registration.
Presentation topics include: cranberry pollination in Quebec,
benefits of propolis to bee health, bee ‘omics, Lethbridge
Research Update, bee behaviour and pollination efficacy in
canola seed fields, bee health in canola fields, and many more
exciting topics!
We ask all participants to pre-register by contacting Gertie
Adair of the Alberta Beekeepers Commission by March 15
2016. Registration is $55, and pre-registration is required
by March 15. Contact Gertie at 1-780-489-6949 or Shelley
Hoover at shelley.hoover@gov.ab.ca
Additional information and directions will be available
on the Alberta Beekeepers web page at: http://www.
albertabeekeepers.org/

Beekeeping History in Greece:
a new book published
by the
Eva Crane Trust
The Eva Crane Trust is pleased to have facilitated this
first English translation, and revised edition, of Beekeeping on the Island of Andros by George Speis.
Natural evolution and agricultural practices are interlinked. Evolution brings innovation and, over the years,
some of the management techniques associated with that
innovation turn into traditions. However, it is very easy
for the traditions to become lost and forgotten in this
ceaseless forward progression. That is why it is important
to record the customs and habits associated with beekeeping before they are
lost, as they constitute part of the very
fabric of our folklore
and culture. George
Speis has successfully done just that
in this very detailed
ethnographic record
of beekeeping on the
Island of Andros.
This book investigates and records
the “bee-honey-waxraki cycle” as it survives in the memories of the local
people allowing the
reader to get a very
personal glimpse and
interpretation of beekeeping in the past and the influence
old traditions have even today.
The book deals with the traditions surrounding the
catching of swarms, the management of bees, the wide
variety of hives used, how pests and predators were dealt
with, the forage available, the collection and processing
of the bee products and finally their usage.
Dr. Eva Crane (1912–2007) devoted over fifty years of
her life to collecting, collating and disseminating scientific and historic information on bees and beekeeping. This
book stimulates thought and raises questions. In short, it
is a book of which she would have thoroughly approved.
The book is available through the British distributor,
Northern Bee Books: www.northernbeebooks.co.uk
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Re-evaluation of Imidacloprid
Pest Management Regulatory Agency
23 November 2016
Imidacloprid is a neonicotinoid insecticide used by commercial applicators and growers to manage insects on a large number of agricultural crops, trees and turf. It can also be used at
home to manage insects on lawns, as well as fleas or ticks on
cats and dogs. All registered pesticides must be re-evaluated
by the PMRA on a cyclical basis to make sure they continue
to meet modern health and environment safety standards and
continue to have value. This may happen even sooner if new
information becomes available.
Re-evaluations may result in:
- changes to how products are used;
- changes to product labels to meet current health and environmental standards; or,
- removing products from the market to prevent future
harm to health or the environment.
When conducting the re-evaluation of imidacloprid, the
PMRA reviewed scientific information provided by pesticide manufacturers, provinces and Environment and Climate
Change Canada, as well as published scientific information.
For the environmental assessment, potential risks to organisms on land and in water were examined. Risks to bees and
other pollinators were not a part of this re-evaluation, as they
are part of an ongoing pollinator risk assessment (see Reevaluation Note REV2016-05, Re-evaluation of Imidacloprid
– Preliminary Pollinator Assessment for more details). For the
human health assessment, the following routes of exposure
were examined: food, drinking water, exposure when applying the pesticide, and coming into contact with the pesticide
after it has been applied.
The environmental assessment showed that, in aquatic
environments in Canada, imidacloprid is being measured at
levels that are harmful to aquatic insects. These insects are an
important part of the ecosystem, including as a food source
for fish, birds and other animals. Based on currently available
information, the continued high volume use of imidacloprid in
agricultural areas is not sustainable.
The environmental assessment also found that there is a

Beekeeping Equipment and Glassware
•
•
•
•

Canadian Made Wooden Ware
Dominion and Grimm Glassware
Country Rubes Screened Bottom Boards
And Other Exciting Products

Quality Supplies from Two Friendly Beekeepers
in North Vancouver
778-237-8711
www.twobeesapiary.com ~ twobeesapiary@shaw.ca
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potential risk to birds and small mammals from feeding on
seeds that are treated with imidacloprid, however, it is expected that good agricultural practices and equipment could
reduce this type of exposure.
The health assessment did not identify human health concerns from any exposure route when used according to current
label standards.
For the protection of the environment, PMRA is proposing to phase-out all the agricultural and a majority of other
outdoor uses of imidacloprid over three to five years. PMRA
will consider alternate risk management proposals, provided
that they can achieve acceptable levels in the environment in
the same timeframe.
The proposed re-evaluation decision is now open for public consultation for 90 days from the release date of Proposed
Re-evaluation Decision PRVD2016-20, Imidacloprid. PMRA
is inviting the public to submit comments on the proposed reevaluation decision for imidacloprid including proposals that
may refine the risk assessment and risk management. Once
PMRA considers the comments and any information that are
received during the public consultation period, it will publish
a final decision. ❀

Hanefelds’ Honey Farm
Nassenheider
Fill-up
Price: $2,595.
includes shipping

The bottler for honey and other
liquids with higher viscosity.
Compact, versatile,
affordable and reliable.

Contact Fred @ Phone & Fax: 604-856-8937
E-mail: FKOH@telus.net

Van and
Isle
Apiaries
Bee Products
NUCS • QUEENS
PACKAGES
Grant Stringer
email: vanisleapiaries@shaw.ca
Tel 250-652-9834 Fax 250-665-6121
8183 Alec Rd, Saanichton, BC V8M 1S3

Pest Management Regulatory Agency
23 November 2016
Initiation of Special Reviews
This notice is to advise that pursuant to subsection 17(1)
of the Pest Control Products Act, Health Canada’s Pest
Management Regulatory Agency (PMRA) is initiating
special reviews related to registered pest control products containing the active ingredients clothianidin or
thiamethoxam.
Based on a preliminary analysis of available information on the levels and frequency of detection of these
pesticides in aquatic environments, the PMRA has determined that special reviews are warranted. The aspect
of concern for these reviews is to assess potential risk
to aquatic invertebrates exposed to clothianidin or thiamethoxam applied as a seed, foliar or soil treatment.
Following evaluations of the aspect of concern, pursuant to section 28 of the Pest Control Products Act, the
PMRA will publish its proposed special review decisions
for public consultation.
At any point during the special reviews, the registration of one or more of the pest control products containing the active ingredients clothianidin or thiamethoxam
may be amended should evidence become available to
believe that such action is necessary to deal with a situation that endangers the environment.

BOONE HODGSON WILKINSON FUND
Funding the Study of Apiculture in British Columbia
Since 1965
Applications
are processed
during the winter
months.
For further
information
or donations
please contact:
SECRETARY-TREASURER
Brenda Jager
948 Harrison Way, Gabriola Island, BC V0R 1X2
tel 250.755.5834
email: bzbees@telus.net
2016 DIRECTORS
Brenda Jager
Alan Paulson • Joe Lomond • Bob Meredith

CRA Registered Charity
Receipts for tax purposes will be issued
for donations of $20.00 or more.

What’s in a Name?

The following is a letter to the editor which was published in
the November, 2016 issue of the Alberta Bee News.
Recent changes in my beekeeper career have adjusted hive
counts to a number this aging skeleton can manage with
something like a little dignity. I can no longer refer to myself
as a “Full Time Beekeeper” so if I cast about for a label what
should it be? Fanatical beekeeper old fart doesn’t exactly roll
off the tongue. Semi-retired?...ugh! Hobby guy?...hmmm.
Well the decision seems to have been made for me and who
would have guessed. I am not a vain man, but after four
decades as a bonafide, front line, sink or swim, torch carrying
full time beekeeper my new status of “Non Eligible Producer”
just does not celebrate the inner me.
I understand my provincial association’s decision to
simplify the perennial difficulty of having to represent both
beekeeping in general and beekeeping as a business. I have
been on the board and well remember that challenge. That
said I am worried by this recent cold cut-off for membership
by hive count, no matter how reasonably the actual line was
established. A long exposure to both beginning beekeepers
and full timers has left me with a few creditable observations.
One is that we are all just a little bit crazy. Eccentric is too
polite a word. Another has to be that small scale operators
are a sadly under-appreciated resource to the beekeeping
community as a whole. Time to micromanage and an
inclination toward experimentation have been the source
of some brilliant innovations which deserved more timely
consideration for adjustment to commercial circumstances.
Yet another observation would be that some new and/or
half committed beekeepers are an absolute danger to us all
as regards disease spread and public relations gaffes. If not
paid some attention, a neighbour’s need for mentoring will
blow up in your face. Obviously where I am heading is the
conclusion that, small or large, we all need and benefit from
respectful contact.
How am I to react when Hive count necessarily obliges
my provincial organization to declare I am not wanted on
the voyage? We non-eligibles will rely more on localized
beekeepers’ groups for mutual support and community.
We will be as brilliant and clumsy as ever. The Beekeepers
Commission will move on to an unencumbered attention to
business sense and will represent commercial beekeeping
well. Meanwhile there is a significant danger that this “Them
and Us” regime will chart a course which neither recognizes
nor profits from our interdependence. That would be a great
shame. ❀
	
Ineligibly yours, Tom Hegan

BC Bee Supply
Beekeeping supplies & equipment.
We buy and sell - beeswax - bee pollen - propolis

Burnaby, B.C.

www.bcbeesupply.ca
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Western Apicultural Society
Conference 2016
Honolulu, Hawaii

by Kevin French and Ian Farber,
photos by Kevin French and Betty Farber.
Reflecting back on the great memories of the 39th annual
WAS conference, held in Honolulu HI last October, the highlight for us is always the people and the stories that are told.
After catching up with everyone the talk comes around to
honey bees of course. Bee related stories are much like fish
stories, but are much more likely to be true.
After the first full day of lectures from speakers that came
from all over the map, we set out on foot to find some much
needed nourishment. Our waiter on that first evening was
very professional and polite and he asked us where we were
from. We told him we were beekeepers from the West Coast
of Canada and the East Coast of the US.
Our waiter went on to tell us that his dad and brother were both beekeepers back in Poland, that his dad had

Beekeeper in Hawaii.
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Turtle resting on the beach.

60 honey bee colonies and his brother kept 120
colonies. Our waiter’s personal bee story put a
big smile on the face of everyone at our table and
proved that you encounter someone with a bee-related story when you least expect it. Many people
have a great bee story somewhere in their past.
The following photos illustrate that some great
times were had at the Western Apicultural Society’s 2016 fall meeting in Honolulu, and some
unique sites were visited. There was a planned trip
to the University of Hawaii Apiaries and a serendipitous visit to two local apiaries, hidden from
public view in the rainforest.
Over the next few days we reconnected with
some old friends and met some real characters
that we will never forget. A few times the honey
bees really stole the show, like the two colonies
we saw living in trees, at John’s apiary. John is a
very successful local Hawaiian beekeeper that we
met at the conference. We arranged a private post-

Small hive beetle trap in place.

conference visit to see just two of John’s many apiaries, which
held a total of approximately 60 colonies of honey bees. We
wanted to visit a local apiary to get a better understanding of the
challenges and benefits of beekeeping on the island of Oahu.
Another highlight involved the honey bees that kept landing
on our arms at two different beaches. We were not sure if they
liked the smell of our sunscreen or if they just like a day at the
beach as much as we do; it’s tempting to think that maybe they
like a day off at the beach.
Small hive beetles, centipedes and cockroaches all play a
part in beekeeping in Hawaii. Small hive beetles attack the beehive, a centipede can bite the beekeeper and the cockroaches
eat the centipedes!
Honey is harvested in small batches every month or two.
The local Hawaiian honey that we tasted at the conference and
at three farmer’s markets that we visited was of the highest
quality. We purchased two flavours and a favourite was the Lehua honey. Lehua is the blossom of the famed Hawaiian Ohia tree. We
enjoyed some Lehua honey every morning at breakfast. It was a real
treat and a great way to start off our day on Oahu.
Swarms, on occasion, stay in the forest canopy and build comb until
the branch breaks when the weight reaches a critical point.
Signs are posted in certain areas warning walkers that honey bees
can be bounced against people and pets in high wind areas. It turned
out that one particular windy
viewpoint was located below a drone congregation
area. Nancy Burkholder of
Pritchard, BC, found a dead
drone that had mated with a
queen bee overhead.
WAS 2016 was a terrific
conference and all attending
met some real characters
and learned a lot about
beekeeping in a tropical area.
In 2017, Davis, California
will be the host city for this
annual conference.

Ian and the beekeeper.
Sign at public viewpoint.

Swarm building comb until the branch breaks.

Swarm on equipment.
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Canadian Honey Council
It has been a busy time. The CHC
has been very occupied in dealing
with the Front of Package Labeling issue. Health Canada has proposed a regulation to require some
foods (including honey) to have
a “high in sugar” warning label.
There are a whole host of reasons
why this is a really bad idea, and
I don’t think there is enough room
to print them.
The CHC hired a consulting firm to put together
Stan Reist,
a response to Health
Canadian
Honey Council Rep Canada that had toth be
submitted by the 13 of
January. Kerry had some
good comments about this issue that were submitted directly to the consultant for consideration in
the preparation of the report, and others submitted comments as well. The resulting document that
was submitted can be viewed on the CHC website:
www.honeycouncil.ca.
All of this amid the lowest honey prices in recent
memory. Steven Page, who works for Agriculture
and Agri-Food Canada, sends us reports on the export and import of honey; it’s interesting to see the wholesale prices and
how low they are. It’s also interesting to see the amount of
honey being shipped from countries that don’t appear to have
that much production capacity for the product, which leads
one to think that transhipping is happening. There is a strong
suspicion that one source is at the heart of this but there’s
proof that’s lacking.
The CHC AGM was held in Galveston, Texas, along with
the AGMs of the American Honey Producers’ Assocation, the
American Beekeeping Association, and CAPA. At the Canada night, Heather Higo was presented with the Fred Rathje
Award from the CHC. This award is presented to an individual
who has made a substantial contribution to the beekeeping industry. Heather was caught completely by surprise and is well
deserving of it. Congratulations Heather.
There were a number of resolutions to give direction to the
CHC from the Provinces. A resolution from Saskatchewan
which read: That the SBA support the continuation of the border closure to package bees from the USA, and that a resolution to continue the border closure be brought to the CHC
AGM in January 2017, was amended to read: Be it Resolved,
that the CHC support the continuation of the border closure to
package bees from the United States. This motion was carried.
It is to be noted on any public disclosure that Alberta (representing over 320,000 colonies) and Manitoba (representing
over 100,000 thousand colonies) voted against this resolution.
There were other resolutions that were turned down with
letters of explanation to the Provinces from which they came.
BC had two resolutions; one was defeated (Be it resolved that
the BCHPA supports allowing Canadian honey producers to
continue to legally sell Canadian honey that is produced, ex-
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tracted and bottled in an unregistered facility which has not
been inspected by CFIA, directly to the public at roadside
stands, farmer’s markets, Christmas bazaars or similar venues). It was recommended that I withdraw the other one so
that it can be rewritten and presented again (Be it resolved
that the BCHPA opposed the sale and use of GMO Alfalfa
in Canada and asks the CHC to formally lobby the Canadian
Government to stop the use of this product).
I’ve recently returned from the Bee Health Roundtable in
Ottawa, and the next policy framework (continuation of the
growing forward program) is yet to be named. Plans include
consulting with the Provinces on what they have identified
that they would like to accomplish. One initiative
is to pursue funding for irradiation of equipment
rather than use drugs to control AFB.
The Canadian Best Management Practices for
Honey Bee Health: there are requests for reprinting, possible advertising and distribution by various companies and organizations, but the manual
has no ISBN, so this is being looked into.
There is also the Canadian Best Management
Practices for Honey Bee Health and Planting
Forage for Honey Bees in Canada, which is a
guide for farmers, land management organizations and gardeners. This is in the final stages of
being sent to print.
I will be attending a seminar on Growing for Tomorrow:
Crisis Management, to be held in Abbotsford on the 8th of
February. After that, Dani Glennie, the Saskatchewan CHC
rep, and I will be attending the Canadian Federation of Agriculture conference in Ottawa on the 22-23rd of February. The
CHC applied to be a member of the CFA and our membership
was approved in late January.
In our presentation to the goernment regarding the Front of
Package Labeling, the BCHPA was able to use our connection
with the BCAC, as they are members of CFA. That means
we were able to double our effort because of CHC’s current
membership in the CFA.
On the 27th of February the pollination committee, Scott
Plante of Quebec, Dr. Shelley Hoover of Alberta and myself,
are meeting in Edmonton to discuss pollination issues and the
possibility of updating a pollination guide publication.
What I have been doing is sending some information to
Dan Mawson for posting to the BCHPA website. Please see
the CHC link under the About Us menu. If you have questions
about any of these programs you can also get in touch with
me directly. ❀

Wanted:

Honey in Barrels • Bee Pollen • Honey Comb

Dew Fresh Honey

Osoyoos, B.C.

Cell: 250-485-2924

Letter to the Minister of Health Canada regarding Front of Package Labeling
January 19, 2017
Minister Philpott
I am President of British Columbia Honey Producers Association, which represents more than 2500 beekeepers, operating about 40,000 honey bee colonies across BC. This letter
has been endorsed by our full executive. Our members are
involved in pollination as well as the production of honey and
we share with you the interest in and dedication to a healthy
human diet.
We are concerned to learn that Health Canada is considering regulation that may negatively affect the reputation of
our natural and healthy product HONEY, through mandatory
Front of Package labels warning about the contents being
“high in sugar”. We have many reasons to question the validity of such action and would welcome an opportunity to collaborate to address them. For a start here are a few:
1. The Prime Minister’s concern in your Health Canada
mandate letter, is with “improving food labels to give more
information on added sugars and artificial dyes in processed
foods.” We don’t see the applicability of the FOP program to
natural honey.
2. Honey is well recognized by health care professionals and healing practitioners as significantly and demonstrably superior to refined sugar in human health, nutrition and
healing. Honey is a natural, unprocessed food, equivalent to a

Industries Canada Inc.

Hive Contamination Management
Iotron’s Electron Beam irradiation treatment of Apiculture
equipment destroys the pathogens responsible for many Bee
diseases (e.g. American foulbrood, Chalkbrood, Nosema).
The electrons penetrate Beekeeping equipment like an X-Ray,
killing pathogens and leaving no residue.
The resulting increased
colony health improves
productivity of pollination
and honey production, while
reducing costs of package
bees, queens, equipment
replacement, drugs and
investment of bees in the
production of comb.
Improved productivity
and decreased costs allow Beekeepers more
assurance that revenue targets will be met and,
with new markets opening to residue-free honey,
also provides an opportunity to reduce drug
treatment in the Beekeeper’s IPM program.

ISO 9001
Please contact Iotron for more information
Iotron Industries Canada Inc.
1425 Kebet Way, Port Coquitlam, B.C. V3C 6L3
Tel: 604 945-8838 Fax; 604 945-8827
Email iotron@iotron.com Website www.iotron.com

fresh apple. Would you consider a requirement that a package
of apples be required to display the “scarlet letter” of “high in
sugar”? We see that fresh fruit is not in the proposal, but our
point is that foods such as honey are not the ones that have
become over-consumed. It is well recognized that per capita
consumption of honey has been stable for decades. Honey is
not where the problem lies. We ask that you don’t “throw our
baby out with the bathwater”.
3. Honey is an essential part of the economics of beekeeping, and therefore an essential part of the production of billions of dollars of pollinated crops in Canada. Such crops include high nutrient fruits, berries, nuts, oilseeds and the seeds
of vegetables and livestock forage as well, making a significant contribution to the healthy diet of Canadians. We hope
you will recognize and agree that an unsubstantiated erosion
of public confidence in honey, leading to reduced economic
viability for many beekeepers, would make it harder for pollinators who are vital to the agricultural economy to stay in
business.
4. We are concerned that any requirement for a front of
package honey label warning of “high in sugar” would likely
lead to an unjustified and incorrect judgment among consumers, that the product is contaminated or adulterated with
refined sugar. We as producers of authentic and pure honey
are already struggling to combat public perceptions about imported honey adulterated with sugar. We consider that even
the current “nutrition facts” label for honey is misleading, failing to recognize the nutritional and health qualities including
enzymes, pre-biotic nutrients, probiotic beneficial microbiota,
polyphenols, vitamins, minerals, etc. and invite your agency
to collaborate with the Canadian Honey Council to seek a
more valid wording.
We recognize that human nutrition and diet is a complex
field with lack of full consensus, but we hope that Heath
Canada will show leadership and not be influenced to invalid
regulation by strident, radical claims on the basis of inconclusive and self-serving hypotheses or grandiose proclamations.
Sincerely,
Kerry Clark, President, BC Honey Producers Association
Dawson Creek, BC
Endorsed by the full Executive of the
BC Honey Producers’ Association

A Reminder to Members
If you haven't yet renewed your membership for 2017, a
reminder to do so by the semi-annual meeting in March.
Membership can be renewed on the BCHPA website:
www.bcbeekeepers.com,
or by mail: PO Box 5594, Victoria, BC V8R 6S4.
A listing of membership rates and information
about insurance can be found on page 47
and also on the website.
Thank you for your support!
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BCHPA BRANCHES

Club Contacts

BC Bee Breeders Branch
4880 Wells Road, Grand Forks, BC V0H 1H5
Elizabeth Huxter president@bcbeebreeders.ca 250-442-5204
Burnaby Branch
990 Cliff Avenue, Burnaby, BC V5A 2J5
Janice Bobic burnabybeekeepers@telus.net
Central Cariboo Branch
Box 825, 150 Mile House BC, V0K 2G0
John Hoyrup hilltop4@telus.net

604-298-6164

Kamloops Branch
1062 Fleetwood Court, Kamloops, BC, V2B 8J4
Ed Zurawell ezclocks@gmail.com
Langley Branch
34701 Mila St., Abbotsford, BC, V2S 4Z7
Elaine Garry laneygarry@telus.net 

North Okanagan Branch
1253 Collison Road, Kelowna, BC, V1X 5J3
Dan Mawson dkmawson@shaw.ca 

604-852-2272
250-763-4146

Prince George Branch
18835 Ness Lake Road, Prince George BC, V2K 5L7
Barry Clark m_bclark@hotmail.com 
250-301-6266
West Kootenay Branch
2733 Fir Drive, South Slocan, BC V0G 2G1
Nette Lack www.westkootenaybeekeepers.ca  250-399-4809

BCHPA AFFILIATED SOCIETIES
Capital Region Beekeepers Association
Box 43033, Victoria, BC V8X 3G2
Bill Fosdick
president@capitalregionbeekeepers.ca 

250-216-7761

Richmond Beekeepers Association
c/o Richmond Nature Park, 11851 Westminster Hwy,
Richmond BC V6X 1B4
Tim Monaghan tmonaghan@telus.net 
604-787-2993
250-710-9517

OTHER BEE- RELATED ORGANIZATIONS

Alberni Valley Honey Producers Association
6219 Lamarque Road, Port Alberni, BC V9Y 8X1
Dave Mikkelson
davemikkelson@hotmail.com 
250-723-6089
BC Peace Beekeepers
P.O. Box 2090, Dawson Creek, BC V1G 4K8
Kerry Clark
kccsclark@gmail.com
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250-426-6049

Nanaimo Division Beekeepers Club
925 St. David Street, Nanaimo, BC V9S 2H8
Peter Lange
nanaimobeekeepers@gmail.com 

250-753-0554

Maple Ridge Beekeepers Association
#501-1680 West 4th Avenue, Vancouver, BC V6J 0B7
Raena Dumas raenadumas@hotmail.com 
604-786-5245

Quesnel Beekeepers Association
Katie Rasmussen
rasmussen.katie.e@gmail.com 

Salt Spring Island Beekeepers
Kelly Johnson owlchemist@telus.net
www.ssibeekeepers.com

778-466-3634

Shuswap Beekeepers Club
1040 8th Ave. NE, Salmon Arm, BC V1E 4A4
Bill Lynch wjlynch@telus.net 
250-832-2732
Smithers Beekeepers Association
Tom Smith
smithersbeekeepers@gmail.com 

South Okanagan Beekeepers Association
RR#2, Oliver, BC V0H 1T0
Ray Levesque
tim_bouwmeester@yahoo.ca 

250-498-4025

Squamish Beekeepers Association
Box 1069, 2274 Read Crescent, Squamish BC V0N 3G0
Stein Hoff fredahoff@yahoo.ca 
604-898-4188

Comox Valley Beekeepers Association
5411 Wildwood Road, Courtenay, BC V9J 1P5
Jennifer Dilfer jenn.dilfer@hotmail.com  250-703-2669

Cowichan Beekeepers Association
Box 274 Cobblehill BC V0R 1L0
Don Fowler
pinebug@gmail.com

East Kootenay Beekeepers
4300 Wilks Road, Cranbrook, BC V1C 6S9
Lance Cuthill
lcuthill@gmail.com 

250-782-6646

Sunshine Coast Beekeepers Association
2137 Lower Road, Roberts Creek, BC V0N 2W4
Sally Burke sally.burke8@gmail.com 
604-886-4863
Terrace Beekeepers Association
4525 Haugland Ave., Terrace, BC V8G 1G3
Rudi Peters r.peters@telus.net 
Chilliwack Beekeeping Community
Laura Cameron - Delisle
chilliwackbeekeepers@gmail.com

Stuart Nechako Bee Club
Box 595, Vanderhoof, BC V0J 3A0
Jon Aebischer sweet02@telus.net 

Surrey Beekeepers Association
2071 174th Street, Surrey, BC, V3S 9Z8
Thomas Schmitz
bees@surreybeeclub.ca 
Please contact the Editor
with any changes.

250-615-7404
604-703-0341
250-567-5037

604-785-3403

Bee Audacious: Dialogue, Ideas
and Thoughts for the Future

by Sarah Common

I don’t travel with ease, unless I travel
with purpose.
I moved a few times when I was
young, from Quebec to England, then to
Scotland, and lastly to Vancouver, British
Columbia. I came to BC in 1997, but I
never really felt at home here until my
return to this coast in 2005, after spending
a year in upstate New York. I’ve been in
various neighbourhoods of Vancouver
since.
Building
my
community,
connecting to this place and to this land
have been my focus, and finding ways to
foster connection for others through land
and food, has been my passion.
So I don’t travel away from here easily.
I think there is some fear of losing my
place again. There is sadness when I find myself in places of
disconnection, where I do not have a depth of understanding
to effect change or support hope. When I travel I like to do it
with purpose, with an impact in mind, with a contribution to
make. That purpose keeps me engaged, builds connection,
and inspires me to share and grow. So, when I was invited to
travel to California and participate in a conference being put
together by fellow beekeepers, with a name that spoke of a
creative and innovative intent, to Bee Audacious, I was in.
It was hard work getting things ready to leave, especially
at a time when the community we place our core work in is
facing concurrent housing and opiod crises. The two weeks
leading up to leaving were intense: the Downtown Eastside
(DTES) was losing community members to overdose daily,
and hope was being severely tested. In November alone in
BC, 128 people died of overdose, 13 of those in the DTES
on one night. The week before I left one of our community
beekeepers lost two friends to overdose in one day, and this
is becoming average.
The front line workers, including current and former
drug users, nurses, emergency services, support and
mental health workers, were working at their emotional
and physical edges to save lives. And yet culturally we
still stigmatize drug users, and we hold back tools that are
proven to save lives and aid recovery. We compete to show
that our programs are the best, our methods are the solution,
when we know that a spectrum of supportive services and
concurrent multiple interventions are needed.
What a time for me to take a break. What a privilege to
be able to leave, to take respite, to rest, a privilege that most
of our community members don’t have. Stepping away is
always hard, but the perspective it generates is essential.
So I step away with care and respect, knowing that it
is a privilege to do so, and hoping that I can honour that
privilege by sharing the stories, strengths and humanity of
the people who compose the community of the DTES while

I travel and explore.
I got everything as best laid out as I
could, packed my bags, put up posters,
had conversations and set the auto
responders on my emails. Then I headed
out to California, to Bee Audacious.

Conference Day 1: A Cultural Shift is
Needed
I took the long way to the conference,
through California’s Death Valley, where
I found the rest and perspective I was
seeking. I let the open beauty of the
desert inspire and invigorate me. After
the parched sand and stone of the desert,
returning to the coast was incredibly
refreshing. Driving up along the ocean to
the rolling hills of Marin Country, then
climbing the winding driveway under the
arbour of the Marconi Conference Centre, it was a pleasure
to sense the excitement of the unknown in the air. What
were we all signed up for?
We gathered that first night and were welcomed by our
host, conference instigator and organizer Bonnie Morse.
Bonnie is a beekeeper and community leader in Marin
County who started as a backyard enthusiast and quickly
got more involved – a familiar story for many of us who
have kept bees. She now runs Bonnie Bee & Company
with her partner Gary, and together they are committed to
providing local sources for bees and reliable support for
beekeepers. Bonnie encouraged us to have open hearts and
minds. Ideas can come from anywhere, and can become
anything if nurtured.
Then our Lead Facilitator, Mark Winston, explained the
itinerary and structure of the conference. He encouraged
listening and reflection, hard work and dynamic thinking.
Mark was one of ten Thought Leaders who guided us
through breakout sessions based in the concept of dialogue
- that through conversation with each other, we learn best.
The conference met under Chatham House Rule: ideas
generated in dialogue throughout our time together would
be accountable to the group, not to any individual.
To inspire us and to activate the conference, we had
a presentation that first night (our only keynote of the
conference) by Dr. Larry Brilliant, the American physician
and epidemiologist. He set the bar high by sharing the story of
the eradication of smallpox, in which he played a significant
role. He told us about the strategies used to rid the world of
that devastating disease, and what the implications of this
work are for current issues in beekeeping, and ecosystem
and pollinator health.
The central lesson for me in his talk was this: a shift in
the way the problem of smallpox was being approached was
the key to its successful eradication. The effective tool of the
smallpox vaccine had been around for about 150 years, but the
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Artist's Palette at Death Valley National Park.
strategy of immunizing everyone in the
world wasn’t working. It was especially
ineffective in underprivileged countries
where systems of communication and
delivery of medicine are not equitable,
efficient or accessible.
Accessibility plays a huge role
in marginalized communities. The
challenge in curing smallpox was a
social issue, and it was in need of a
social approach, so Dr. Brilliant and
his team changed the approach. They
sought to isolate instances of the disease
and create immunization bubbles
around each outbreak. They used visual
tools, door-to-door and person-toperson communication, and they saw a
rapid increase in their ability to contain
the disease, to the point where they

Blossom and pollinator at the
Mesquite Sand Dunes.
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successfully eradicated it in under 10
years.
The challenge in applying this lesson
is that while smallpox is incontestably a
disease worth eradicating, and the only
push back was that it couldn’t be done
(not that it shouldn’t be done), the issues
facing pollinators are less direct and are
contested.
We have the knowledge and the tools
needed to solve these issues. We know
that pollinator populations are at risk.
We know that protecting and fostering
diverse habitats can restore pollinator
populations and increase agricultural
yields. We know that chemicals applied
to crops and those used within our
hives interact, and have impacts that
are negative for bees, humans and

the ecosystem alike. Although often
considered non-lethal on their own,
the interactions and synergies of these
synthetic chemicals create lethality for
all kinds of life.
Alternatives exist, but they require
cultural
change.
The
complex,
cumulative, synergistic issues facing
pollinators are enmeshed in socialcultural-economic-political
systems,
where opposing values and interests
come into play. The long-term impact
of saving the bees and other pollinators
is clear. Without them we lose our
food system, we lose our food, we lose
life.
In the short term, however, we are
stuck in habits of thinking that change
is costly, and we have yet to find a
common value to align around. Finding
that value, identifying the shift needed
and the structures of support to activate
that shift, became a central theme of the
conference.
Is the common value community?
Can we make the shift so that we
see all people, plants, pollinators,
water, oceans, and life as connected,
of intrinsic value? How does this vie
with the culture of the individual? Can
we rally around protecting habitat for
all? Is it working to show what the
economic value of natural resources is?
There are many questions, and asking
them is a great place to start activating
change.
We need to find ways to create
more connections in communities:
connections to nature, to each other

Eucalyptus trees.

and to ourselves. If we can build
and foster these social and cultural
connections, if we can teach respect for
the interconnectedness of all life, then
perhaps we can change the way we
exploit and marginalize both nature and
each other. It’s the place at which I’m
going to start.
Conference Days 2 & 3: Diversity and
Collaboration, Supporting Pollinators
in the City
Over the following two days we
participated in six breakout sessions.
We were randomized into groups with
rotating Thought Leaders who facilitated
dialogue, then we returned to report back
to the full conference contingency.
Topics included: What are the values
we need to support in beekeeping
to nurture pollinator health? What
From an alley of murals in San Francisco's Mission District.
approach should we take to managing
honey bees? How do we best support
pollination? What can we learn from wild honey bees? What systems, are pieces of our culture. When we industrialize
organizational structures do we need to shift to better support and commercialize them, when we pressure them for higher
output and profit, we rob them of their cultural significance
bees and beekeepers?
From each conversation one idea was brought back and and we disconnect them. Our human culture is tied to nature,
reported to the group: the communal wisdom of the whole but we have lost much of that connection, we have dislocated
expressed as a result of the process of dialogue between the our systems, lost touch with the places that our food and
other resources come from, and with the impacts that our
individuals. How bee like.
These discussions were all witnessed by note takers, and consumption and waste have. We are removed from nature,
Mark Winston’s rsummary eport, which will capture all of from community, and often from ourselves.
the ideas generated at all levels of discussion, is set to be
published in March of this year. What I aim to share here are the
thoughts that I was most inspired by. Thoughts of inclusivity,
interconnectedness, accountability, holistic ecosystem health,
integration, monitoring, habitat, communication, synergy,
diversity, education, systems based understanding and
dialogue.
The value of diversity in all of this cannot be overstated.
We are all stakeholders, and only through inter-industry
collaboration can we move forward together. Gardeners,
backyard beekeepers, sideline business beekeepers, urban
farmers, commercial beekeepers, commercial farmers,
researchers, advocates, government...we all need to come
to the table to protect the habitat our pollinators rely on for
Find Us Online At
forage and nesting. We need to come together in conversation
www.urbanbeesupplies.ca
and collaboration, not in animosity, competition, or judgment.
That takes openness, trust and leadership.
A socio-cultural perspective is important in our fight to
We offer Beekeeping Supplies,
protect bees, beekeeping and pollinators, as it is a cultural
Medications, Queens, Classes
paradigm that is woven through the many issues we and the
& Local Packaged Bees
bees are facing. The social impact of bees, as connecters, and
as mechanisms for building trust, teaching communication,
fostering self-worth and enhancing community pride is
Order your bees for 2017 Now!
immense. Beekeepers know about this. We all call it slightly
different things, but it comes up all the time. Beekeeping is
Get your order mailed right to your Door!
a meditation, bringing calm, quiet and focus; it is healing,
restorative and connective. The bees have a kind of magic to
Great Shipping Rates Across Canada
them: a poetry, a music, an aura.
604-364-1993
There is a culture that surrounds the hive, as there is a
culture that surrounds food. In fact these things, these living

B.C.’s #1 Source in
Beekeeping Supplies
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Bringing nature back into our lives and back into our
conceptions of community is needed. We can do this through
education and dialogue, and through action that is inclusive,
collaborative and intersectional. There is an interconnectedness
that runs through all things, systems that intertwine with each
other. Nothing exists except in relation to that which surrounds it.
We are our communities. If we are to protect our pollinators, our
food and our ecosystems, and in doing so protect the world we
are a part of, then we need to make a cultural shift to a paradigm
that values all life and all of its multifaceted interconnectivity.
The frustrating thing is that change lags behind need. We
are stubborn and shift slowly, we tend to be myopic, and we
tend to make decisions based in fear instead of in hope. But
bees, gardens, beekeeping, growing food – these are inherently
optimistic activities, and they bring people together in
community, fostering hope. So how can we activate this hope,
engage collaboratively, and shift the approach? The tools exist,
but something in the way we are applying them hasn’t been
taking root.
The shift has started though, and perhaps it is acknowledging
where we are at that is most needed. What are the systems, who
are the players, what are the tools? We also need to acknowledge
that we may not see the outcomes in our lifetimes which we
are working towards today, but the fight is worth fighting, the
opportunities we create today inspire more opportunities for
tomorrow. Activating ideas, it is up to us!
After the last session we came together to summarize and
reflect, and to share our key moments and ideas. While these
thoughts do not summarize the many conversations that were
happening at Bee Audacious, the many moments and ideas,
they are a summary of those that resonated with me the most.
Sharing them is part of the commitment we were asked to make
to continue to engage others in this dialogue.
It was asked: “What is next? Where do we go from here?”
To my delight, in a simple yet extremely powerful, profound
and honest call to action, our Lead Facilitator responded: “That
is not up for me to say, it is up to you to do.” Yes! It is up to us!
We must go out and activate our ideas, in the best way we can,
in our own communities, with our hearts forward and open. It
is up to us!
Here are my three commitments to activate my ideas:
• I will rebuild the Vancouver Urban Beekeeping Club, to
foster dynamic dialogue about bees in the city, how and why we
can support them.
• I will coordinate a Bee Audacious inspired gathering of
multi-industry stakeholders to further the shift in thought and
action around human and ecosystem inclusion, diversity, and
resilience in 2017/2018.
• I will create a symposium for Apimondia 2019 on the social
impact of pollinators and the honey bee.
I will need help, and I’ll be relying on the Hives for Humanity
team and the strong community of beekeepers and pollinator
protectors in BC and beyond. You can help by holding me my
commitments, by talking about bees and pollinators in your
communities, and by saying hello to your neighbours.
To read more about the conference, to watch the video of
the Public Report Back & Panel Discussion that happened
on December 14th 2016, and to keep your eyes out for the
report Mark Winston is compiling for March, check out the
Bee Audacious Website (beeaudacious.com) and Facebook/
BeeAudacious. ❀
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KNOWLEDGE-BUILDING
SERIES FOR
URBAN BEEKEEPERS
INTERMEDIATE LEVEL:
WITH CHIEF BEEKEEPER,
JULIA COMMON

Join us for fun, lively and informative evening workshops at the
Hives for Humanity Bee Space! Deepen your understanding of
bee biology, hive health, communication and behaviour through
engaging classroom dialogue and a hands-on field day. Learn
practical problem-solving skills and connect with other urban
beekeepers in the city.
Thursday, February 16
THE “ART” OF BEEKEEPING: PROBLEMS AND
PROBLEM SOLVING

• Common beekeeper errors and how to avoid them
• How to interpret unexpected honeybee behaviour
• What to do when things are going sideways
• How to read, interpet and detect patterns in the hive based on
comb, brood and behavioural clues

Thursday, February 23
VARROA STRATEGIES: MONITORING AND
MANAGEMENT TOOLS + TECHNIQUES

• The life cycle of the varroa mite and the impact it can have on a
colony or apiary
• Integrated pest management, including specific tools for
monitoring
• Varroa mite control products, techniques and efficacy
• Treatment-free discussion
• Breeding for mite resistance

Thursday, March 2
POPULATION MANAGEMENT HOW + WHY:
GROWTH, SPLITS, QUEENS, SWARMS AND HARVEST
• Spring, summer and fall populations - what are we looking for
• Queen rearing in the field
• Splits and merges: when, how and why
• Using queen excluders
• When and how to add a super
• When and how to harvest
• Winter preparation and winter bees

LOCATION:

Bee Space 580 Powell Street (@ Princess) +
Hastings Urban Farm Apiary, Vancouver BC

TIME:

6:30pm – 8:30pm (soup at 6pm) + Field days
in May, June, July (dates TBD)

PRICE: $45 per person, per session. Includes pre-session meal

(soup!) + course handouts + access to one field day (in May, June
or July).

REGISTER + PAY ONLINE: hivesforhumanity.com/beeseries
email cassie@hivesforhumanity.com for more information or
alternative payment options. Payment required to reserve a spot.

Minutes from the 2016 AGM
President – Kerry Clark
Association is attracting more members,
and is in a good financial position.
Members have identified marketing as a
point of interest.
Membership in BCAC – opportunity for
local marketing (we heart local).
Certified Instructors providing instruction to address problems of bee diseases
and pests.
First Vice President – Jeff Lee
Work of FVP is largely organization of
the semi-annual and the annual general
meetings.
Expansion of the second day of education continued to this year. If this works
out then we will look to continue next
year. As of this meeting, no group yet
identified to host 2017 AGM. (Have
since confirmed that the North Okanagan club will host). Possible interest of
Capital Region for 2018.
We need a convention organizers guidebook to make it easier for the organizing
group to take on this work. AGM 2016:
Registration was difficult for people
who do not have internet connections
– need options for cheque/mail registrations.
Focus mainly on expanding education
offerings and AGM speaker/topics.
Convention will have online survey
available to participants including the
business day. Notes also accepted from
members who do not have access.
Suggestion by Jo Lomond re: putting
survey into BeesCene but there is a
three month delay in that publication.
Editor’s note: AGM surveys could
be put in the winter newsletter which
comes out shortly after the AGM.
Second Vice President – Rudi Peters
Highlight of year was being asked to
go the the Yukon to hold a beekeeping
course. Capped it at 20 plus 15 on wait
list. As a result of course, Whitehorse
Community gardens got permission to
host bees at their garden site.
Went back in fall with strategy to overwinter bees. There is a Haskap berry
contractor up there – contract to send
to China.
Included pollination in the education.
Collected samples for Bee Diagnostic
lab.

Secretary – Christina Rozema
No report.
Treasurer – Irene Tiampo
KPMG report presented – review of
financial statements.
730+ members – membership is up.
Rebates have been given to Branches:
$2700 approx.
New members mostly due to new
courses offered by certified instructors. Included in the course is a year’s
membership.
Operational budget: 2016 significantly
surpassed.
Growing Forward 2 Grant approved for
speakers (double what was budgeted).
Semi-Annual general meeting – the
Educational day fees pay for everything.
Questions:
John Boone: donations made at time
of membership – recorded in liability
on club then when cheque sent to fund
there is nothing left in the account.
Report on the Fund status will be done
by Brenda Jager during her report.
Jeff Lee: Are the funds all separated?
Yes, they are all separate entities.
General Liability Insurance:
In late August we received notice that
Co-Operators were raising our insurance rates to $80 per person who purchases the group insurance. Irene contacted them – we have never had a claim
against the policy. For 2017 they have
given us a $20 rate increase instead of
$30.
In 2004 the group liability was $2 million and was staggered by number of
hives. In 2009 $5m limit at $50 so we
haven’t had an increase since then. Firefighting policy has not changed.
We have 2017 to put out a request for
quotes.
Yukon members have grown.
Some small scale Alberta beekeepers
now looking to come on board with us
for the group insurance, Alberta Provincial Organization recently limited membership to those with 100 or more hives.
We have more members so it might benefit us in discussion with the insurance
companies.
Canadian Honey Council Rep. – Stan
Reist
· Rod Scarlett the Chair of CHC is

present.
· Hive Health – continued participation
in Bee Health Roundtable work.
· Honey Bee Forage Habitat
· Growing Forward 3
· Up to date best practices manual
· Compendium of all honey bee
research
· Development of publication addressing bee habitat
· Estimation of contribution of honey
bee pollination in Canada
· Hopguard and Vancomycin approvals
in place
· Listing of all organizations
· List of honey bee testing labs
· Participation in corn dust research
consortium
· Costco donation of 125k funds for
honey bee research
· Canadian Bee Research Fund
· BeeConnected app to connect farmers
with beekeepers to highlight where
hives are – if farmers are going to
spray they can enter information and
then farmers and beekeepers can connect
· Has worked successfully in Australia
· Presentation to Canadian Veterinary
medicine conference for medications
for bees.
· Food Safety – CBISQT up and recognized.
· Bulk honey on prairies is $1.18 per
pound which is lower than cost of
production. Possibility to sell to
China IF beekeeper uses CBISQT for
traceability and safety.
· GMO labeling in Europe – being
worked on. A matter of getting them
to define what “GMO” is. Delegation
going to Paris this year to promote
Canadian Honey.
· CFIA – working with them on adulterated honey – imported Chinese
honey. Impacting costs for Canadian
and US honey. Seizures have been
made but ongoing battle.
· AGM is in Galveston in January and
will facilitate the promotion of Canadian Honey and Apimondia 2019 in
Montreal.
· Labour succession – effects of 4 in
and 4 out rule starting to be seen on
Prairies. Will cause monetary increase
in training of new people. Honey
industry was using foreign workers
in proper way and workers returned
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home after season was completed.
Continuing to evolve.
· Federal committee recommended 4 in
4 out rule be repealed.
· Apimondia 2019 – Montreal hosting.
Contingent going to Istanbul in 2017.
· Beekeeper friendly antimicrobial
availability
· Wild bee surveillance project
· Toolkit for pests and pathogens
· Expanding market opportunities to get
honey prices to profitable level
· Dennis vanEnglesdorp report – bee
deaths from fungicides having biggest impact on death of colonies.
· Blueberry pollination great but they
do a lot of fungicides – as we are
now member of BCAC we need our
representative to that group to bring
this up. BCHPA is part of the Berry
Group of the BCAC so it is an appropriate place to bring this up.
Rod Scarlett
Growing Forward 3 – looking at 6
themes – additional two themes are public trust and social license (also looking
at labour and business development).
Discussions will expand in negotiations with provinces. We need to have
clear message for what province needs
to support. Make sure that we express
those messages to the individuals making decisions on how money will be
allocated within provinces.
Input into discussions extremely important to access funds. In March 2018 a
new suite of programs will be introduced (The current program goes to
March 2018).
Canadian Honey Council will have seat
at Canadian Federation of Agriculture.
Question: Honey houses – will they
apply to all sizes or?? Does the CHC
have a position on this? There will be
extensive information on this at the
Semi-Annual in Kamloops.
In order to be in front of the curve we
will have to address this no matter this
size – Rod Scarlett. “Sooner or later
food safety will be THE issue in the
future”
Also comment by CHC Chair regarding
the OBA being on the board. -- [report
was written as president of ABA not
CHC].
BeesCene Editor –
Heather Sosnowski
Ian Bissonnette reporting on behalf of
Heather.
Printing and mailing costs risen a little.
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5% increase by printer, mailing costs
are set to increase (Canada Post) in the
beginning of 2017.
Quotes from other printers being gathered/
Small run has led to some quality issues
with this printer.
See if there is option for recycled paper
but that typically leads to higher costs.
Inks are currently vegetable based.
Advertising can be increased – the past
two years has shown increase but it is
variable.
Advertising revenues have been dropping in all print media.
Going to confirm that our advertising
rates are competitive.
Still great feedback on quality of the
magazine.
A good amount of information is distributed to the membership.
Can be used by executive and branches
to communicate their activities.
More frequent communications? Email
newsletters? Facebook page (would
need executive oversight).
Comments always welcome to improve
the magazine. Great job recognized by
members present.
Webmaster – Dan Mawson
Tag teams with Heather so website and
BeesCene are timely. Commissioned
over the past year to re-do the website.
Comprehensive information to be onestop shop. Ongoing updates.
Old website forum dropped in the interim due to lack of use and lots of work
needed. Logins were difficult/labour
intensive so we dropped the login and
opened up the information to everyone.
Added a subscription bar to get update
push-outs when new information is
posted on website. 750 subscribers
including 100 non-members asking to
get information pushed to them.
Added quite a few new things in past
while. Can be viewed on any type of
device. Expanded online membership
and insurance options. Push emails will
go out re membership renewals.
Gallery pictures – looking for photos
from members – email to Dan Mawson,
will be credited and put in gallery.
· Map that lists all of BC Clubs
· CHC information
· Classified ads
· BC Pollinators
· Instructors
· Bee Breeders
· Donate here button for BHW Trust
Fund

· AGM and Semi-Annual talks posted
online – will be assessed ongoing to
ensure that people don’t opt to just
watch online instead of coming to
meetings
· BeesCenes are held back 3 months
before publishing online
John Boone: How far back do BeesCene go? 10 years?
Strong branding of the organization
is missing from the website....need to
consider with potential naming change
of organization.
Difficulty finding a phone number contact/difficulty finding a central mailing
address.
A lot of emails come through with little
information, highlight swarm catching
numbers.
Certified Producers and Honey
Labels Programs – Judy Campbell
· Actions from Previous Semi-Annual
· 19 Certified producers on the list
· Completely exhausted supply of
labels
· 16k nutritional smalls and 12k large
labels in past 6 months
· Review of program is completed –
presentation
· Survey was sent out to certified producers – generally didn’t care about
the seals
· Label options: mocked up some
options for labels when logo and
name is determined then we can
formalize design -- Branding of BC
Honey is important and strong case in
the market
· Survey monkey will be created to
assess membership votes on designs
· Signage options: we heart local
program is opportunity to increase
visibility. Want to encourage that
program to include a “honey” section.
Signage available through that program. Mocked up some options for
signage – whatever this logo/sticker
name is we can create signage like the
Environmental Farm Plan signs.
· Add certified producers to the website
Review options for honey testing/group
costing:
· ultra fine filters means pollen not
accessible
· pollen testing can be done for about
$80 per – quite an administrative
nightmare, testing in Laval, QC.
· drawbacks are that we do not qualify
for funding
· purity and residue testing can be done

· CFIA approved shops can get this
· other diagnostics are available via
BDC and/or private.
· costs would have to be transferred to
owners
Second option is brand recognition:
· No claim for quality, but can say pure
BC Honey or BC Beekeeper
· Members can all be part
· Must attest to collected in BC
· On website annual membership fee
and attestation if part of program
· Then qualify for signage
· Fee would depend on whether govt
funding to support
· Communications strategy that
includes media, signage etc. Could be
part of govt funding request.
· Labels should be available to everyone recognized under this program
· Recommendation: could not use sticker on honey not produced by yourself.
Third option: Same as two but includes
testing.
Recommendations:
· Everyone in the room consider joining We Heart Local.
· Retire current program.
· Replace with renamed/rebranded program.
· Prepare Growing Forward 2 application/New Ways Forward application
for funding
· Signage for members
Question: Rob Hunter – supportive of
promoting and branding organizationwide. Traceability of program from
neck seals is not in the recommendations
Considered numbering seals with a producer number. Lots of ways to track –
batch numbering on labels.
Can it just be put on individual labels?
– problems if member leaves the organization and continues to use the labels
after leaving.
We heart Local is available to us because
we are members to BC Agricultural
Council.
Axel Krause: Is there any movement on
Canada Grade A honey being updated.
Stan Reist: Talking to BCAC and Canadian Federation of Agriculture, there
is a movement there will be a Canada
designation for Canadian honey only
– Canada No 1. Blended will only be
allowed to be No. 1. Proposal in now
but not through yet.
CFIA will present at Semi-Annual meeting in Kamloops. Robust set of speakers
on this topic.

CFIA certification rules for Honey
Houses only in effect for cross border
sales.
Gerry Rozema – small producers flying
under the radar – is this going to be a
case of be careful what you wish for?
Jeff Lee – changes coming so we’d best
get in front of this rather than behind it.
Awareness needs to be raised amongst
beekeepers so we know if we are in
compliance.
Motion: To Retire existing certified
program
Moved: Judy Campbell, Second: Amanda Goodman-Lee
Motion passed.
Motion: That the association support
the development of a new program
which will serve to brand BC Beekeepers and BC Honey sold by that specific
Beekeeper
Moved: Judy Campbell Second: Amanda Goodman-Lee
Motion passed
Jeff: Will this come back in Spring?
Judy – Run it by Paul and see if it can be
a government funded program (Growing Forward 2 etc).
Intent of motion does not depend on
timing or funding....proposal will be
available by Semi-Annual.
Ted Hancock – Minister 10 years ago
stated it was CFIA not local health
authorities with regulations on this.
Stan updated food safety conference –
health authorities were concerned about
authorities responsibilities.
New legislation as of July 2016 on food
safety – it is coming whether we are
ready or not.
Rudi Peters – had to educate the health
inspector on honey. Need a written plan
to identify controls. Should be done and
keeps everyone feeling good.
Jeff Lee - March Semi-Annual aims
to end the misinformation and educate
beekeepers to position of authority and
knowledge. Need to be prepared for
Health Inspections/regulations.
Brenda Jager – her experience is farm
gate/farmers market. On retail shelf
then you have to be a retail program.
Need to educate local health authorities
on CFIA standards.
Gerry Rozema – conflict between Federal regulations and Provincial regulations. Because there are clear federal
laws it trumps local.
Jeff – however local zoning regulations
etc. also come into play. Let’s not create

any more problems.
Judy – CFIA wants something simple
for beekeepers.
Boone, Hodgson, Wilkinson Fund –
Brenda Jager
Thanks to John Boone for all the work
done on this fund.
Fund for students to continue research need some ideas for projects.
Must spend a portion of funds every
year.
Financial year ends Dec 31.
Opening $5453+ Closing $6932, $68k
in term deposits
Donations of $2116.25
Interest $1394.15
Disbursement to Leonard Foster
11 donations in 2016 so far – in memoriams.
Will end up being $10k disbursement.
Langley club announced donation of
$1k to fund and challenged all other
clubs to the same.
Motion: to Approve Reports except the
Canada Honey Council Report
Moved: Stan Reist, Second: Jo Lomond
Motion passed.
Committee Reports:
Instructors Course Committee –
Axel Krause
34 certified instructors for beginners.
Not all numbers reported but 300 certificates handed out.
Big thanks to Dan Mawson for BCHPA
website component.
Next offering of course is day before
Semi-Annual in Kamloops – details on
website and in BeesCene.
Archives Committee: John Boone
Intake year for the Archives at SFU.
Dr. Boone has sent a note out to many
regarding the collection of materials. If
there is any material please forward to
Dr. Boone.
If there is anyone with interest in being
Archivist please contact Dr. Boone.
Greeting cards created with artwork of
George Wilkinson for sale as fundraiser
to BHW trust fund.
Thanks go to Ted Hancock who edited
comments on backs of cards.
Pkgs of 8 for $20.
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Constitutional Committee Report –
Mike Campbell
In 2012 the CC was established, consensus project.
If you have concerns/objections do it
while meeting is underway as this is the
legal process to amend the constitution
and/or bylaws.
Meeting does not have a right to affect
the notice of of the meeting and the process of changes being discussed today.
Email was sent out with draft C&B.
Repeat emails included amendments to
be discussed from original email.
A new societies act requires us to make
decisions this year to be in place before
2017.
Constitution should be looking at avoiding potential conflict and improving
communication.
At semi-annual this spring it was discussed what the committee was looking
at and putting into amendments
· Name of organization, duties of the
Executive committee, including what
makes a branch, was discussed
· Survey was conducted.
· Final recommendations presented to
Executive.
· Accepted some recommendations and
not others – within rights of executive
· Notice in BeesCene and on website
· Emails sent out to proposed changes
· Written copies were available upon
request
· Motions to be discussed were included
with our without amendments
· Name of Organization discussed separate to C&B and voted on today
· C&B voted on today
· Rules of order for meetings to be
voted on today to avoid differences
in versions of rules such as Robert’s
Rules of Order
· These rules will be same at AGM,
Semi- and Branch meetings
· Will be more coming next year – Policies etc.
· Border closed with US etc.
· Need to be written down somewhere
so members can see them
· Review old policies and readopted,
amended or removed
· Procedures
· Conference organization
Motion: To approve report as presented
Moved: Brenda Jager, Second: Stan Reist
Motion passed.
Regional Representatives Reports
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Motion: To defer any regional reports to
end of meeting.
Moved: Allen Garr, Second: Gerry Rozema
Motion passed.
Old Business
Constitutional Renewal Motions: see
amendment page
Motion: The name of the BCHPA / British Columbia Honey Producers Association shall be changed to the “ BCBA /
British Columbia Beekeepers’ Association.
Moved: Rudi Peters
Seconded: Axel Krause
# voting: 51
# for the motion: 37
# against the motion: 14
73% -- Motion does not pass.
All necessary measures will be taken to
protect the association and make a transition to the new name as seamless as
possible. The old name will remain to
be registered to protect the organization.
Motion: That the current BCHPA Constitution be deleted and replaced with
the following wording.
Moved: Rudi Peters
Seconded: Gerry Rozema
# voting: 51
# for the motion: 51
# against the motion: 0
Motion passed.
Motion: Move that the package of
amendments be adopted as presented
Moved: Rudi Peters
Seconded: Blaine Hardy
# voting: 45
# for the motion: 45
# against the motion: 0
Motion passed.
Motion: The following clause of the
current bylaws be reinstated and become clause 4 Bylaw 3 Termination of
a member.
‘For good and sufficient clause the
membership of any member may be terminated by a 75% percent vote of members present at a general or annual meeting. No such termination shall occur
until the member has a chance to.........’
Moved: Rudi Peters
Seconded: Stan Reist
# voting: 45
# for the motion: 44
# against the motion: 1

Motion passed.
Other Bylaw Amendment:
Motion: That clause j of bylaw 8 be removed from the proposal: ‘A table officer can be removed by a unanimous
vote of the rest of the table officers.’
Moved: Ted Hancock
Seconded: John Boone
# voting: 48
# voting for: 41
# voting against: 7
Motion passed.
Bylaws and Procedures
Motion: That the current BCHPA bylaws be deleted and replaced with the
new wording with the passed amendments.
Moved: Rudi Peter
Seconded: Jo Lomond
# voting 44
# for the motion: 44
# against the motion: 0
Motion passed.
Motion: To approve rules of order as
distributed by email and mail
Moved: Rudi Peters
Seconded: Mike Campbell
# voting: 45
# for the motion: 45
# against the motion: 0
Motion passed.
Old Business Continued
Life members – missing in the conference book: Cam (Priscilla) Jones, Theo
Frederich, Ernie (Rose) Fuhr, Denis
Parsons (Loy), Robbie Robertson (Vi),
Gordon Kearnes (Robin).
How do we confirm who may have been
left off the list?
What do we do with the spouses of life
members?
We need an accurate and updated life
membership list.
Life member as awarded (not spouse
name later) should be the primary list.
Life membership is non-transferable
Requirements to become life member:
a. Executive discussion about recognition of members
b. nomination procedure
c. frequency is as appropriate
Anyone is allowed to nominate a life
member.
CHC Awards this Year
Fred Rathtray Award
Willie Baumgartner Award – non-beekeeper for service to the association.

Need a proposal for these awards from
BC – bio writing...get a hold of Stan
BC Ministry of Agriculture – Paul
van Westendorp
2016 Production year – anecdotal that
some had good and some bad honey
crops
Please participate as the numbers can be
skewed if not good participation. Need
numbers to show accurate pictures of
the reality of the industry in British
Columbia.
Small Hive Beetle
· 2015 found a couple of adult beetles
and one hive with reproduction
· Implemented temporary quarantine to
test and assess
· During the winter we looked Canada
wide
· Prairie beekeepers have become integral component to pollination in BC
· BC Blueberries are highly dependent
on pollination
· Large producers from AB needed to
be able to return home after pollination complete
· Inspection protocol agreed to January
2016 adn then additional conditions
placed on hives returning/entering AB
· Days of inspections ensued
· 2500+ hives inspected and no beetles
found
Vancouver Island also had an increased
inspection protocol put in place for bees
going to the Island.
There is an economic price to pay
and it is approximated that there were
$600,000 in losses for beekeepers
Recently: the Prairie provinces want the
same inspection protocol continued for
2017.
As there is an apparent (according to
inspection results) absence of beetles,
keeping up inspection rate and the resulting costs is a hard sell.
BC is proposing a modification in the
inspection protocol.
Veterinary Control of Beekeeping Compounds
There are ongoing discussions by Health
Canada around the regulations on some
beekeeping compounds (mostly antibiotics).
The precise outcome of these discussions is shifting and the latest is that
ultimately antibiotics will only be available through a Veterinarian and by prescription. There is not a process yet but
the underlying intent of the talks is to
restrict access to antibiotics.

Varroa Mite
BC inspection reports showing disturbing trend of high varroa counts. 3-5% infestation rate is the economic threshold
and some inspection reports showing
30-50% counts. Thinking about varroa
only after your honey crop is fatal. High
viral load accompany high mite counts
and we need to take varroa seriously.
The non-treatment of varroa is not management it is neglect. There is a subculture of non-standard, intuitive practices
and these affect serious beekeepers, the
collective and the community.
Question: Are there plans to include test
results for varroa, AFB, and EFB on the
BC Apiculture website?
Apparently National Bee Diagnostic
Lab has this online. And they show cases of DNA present EFB in asymptomatic hives.
New Business
BC Agricultural Council - no report.
Extension membership rebate.
Motion: To continue the membership rebate program to Branches.
Moved: Axel Krause, Second: Barry
Clark
Passed Unanimously.
Recognition of Regional Representatives
Motion: To recognize the service of Regional Reps by refunding their membership fee for the year following their acceptance of the role.
Moved: Jeff Lee, Second: Ed Zurawell
Motion passed.
Motion: To keep the question of renaming the organization off the agenda until
after the 100th anniversary.
Moved: Gerry Rozema, Second: Jo Lomond
7 opposed Motion passed.
Motion: Be it resolved that the BCHPA
supports allowing Canadian honey producers to continue to legally sell Canadian honey that is produced, extracted
and bottled in an unregistered facility
which has not been inspected by CFIA,
directly to the public at roadside stands,
farmer’s markets, Christmas bazzars or
similar venues.
Moved: Ted Hancock, Second: Rick
Kreisch

Motion passed.
Motion: Be it resolved that the BCHPA
opposed the sale and use of GMO Alfalfa in Canada and asks the CHC to formally lobby the Canadian Government
to stop the use of this product.
Moved: Ted Hancock, Second: Ian Bissonnette
Opposed: 2 Motion passed.
Motion: To Change the agenda to deal
with appointments prior to the Elections.
Moved: Allan Garr, Second Irene Tiampo
Motion passed.
Motion: That KPMG be appointed the
Financial Review of the BCHPA for
2016-2017.
Moved: Irene Tiampo, Second: Amanda
Goodman-Lee
Motion passed.
Motion: That BCHPA’s current arrangement with Heather Sosnowski as Editor
of BeesCene be kept
Moved: Ed Zurawell, Second: Irene
Tiampo
Motion passed.
Motion: To continue the appointment of
Dan Mawson as webmaster as currently
defined.
Moved: Rudi Peters, Second: Jeff Lee
Motion passed.
Motion: To continue the honorariums to
the Treasurer and the Secretary as per
the constitution.
Moved: Jo Lomond, Second: Amanda
Goodman-Lee
Motion passed.
Elections: Rudi Peters, Nomination
Chair
Canadian Honey Council Representative: Stan Reist by Acclamation
President: Kerry Clark by Acclamation
Treasurer: Irene Tiampo by Acclamation
Motion: To recognize and continue all
regional reps as currently held, except
for Bob Chisholm (who has stepped
down).
Motion passed.
Abstained: Rudi Peters, Gerry Rozema,
Kerry Clark.
Meeting Adjourned at 1635. ❀
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North American Beekeeping Conference
and American Bee Research Conference
by Jeff Lee
British Columbian and Canadian beekeepers and researchers
left a significant imprint at the North American Beekeeping
Conference and Trade Show (NABC) and American Bee
Research Conference (ABRC) in Galveston, Texas in early
January.
Not only was this the annual convention for the American
Beekeeping Federation and the American Honey Producers
Association, but also for the Canadian Honey Council and the
Canadian Association of Professional Apiculturists, creating a
major North American symposium.
It featured a heavy presence of Canadian bee scientists,
who delivered a number of talks about breaking research and
studies being done on everything from varroa management to
the search for better queen rearing.
There were also important issues raised at both the CHC
and ABF business meetings, including a growing concern over
Canadian and US government attempts to include honey in
new “added sugars” labeling on the front of packages. That
labeling is being seen as a major threat to consumer confidence
in honey.
British Columbia’s beekeepers and researchers figured
strongly in the conference. At the top of the list is Heather Higo
of Langley, who was awarded the Canadian Honey Council’s
Fred Rathje Award for long
service to the advancement
of beekeeping and bee
research. Higo has been
deeply involved in bee
research, working with
Mark Winston at SFU for
more than 20 years and
is also a key component
of Leonard Foster’s lab at
UBC, which is in multi-year
proteomics and breeding
studies.
The impact of Winston’s
lab on Canadian bee
research was also evident
Heather Higo receiving
Friday night at a dinner;
the Fred Rathje award.
among those who went
through Winston’s lab were Stephen Pernal, head research
scientist at Beaverlodge, Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada’s
prime bee research centre; Andony Melathopoulos, a professor
of pollination ecology at Oregon State University; Rob Currie,
the head of the entomology department at the University of
Manitoba; Shelley Hoover, the apiculture research scientist
for the Pest Surveillance Branch, Research and Innovation
Division, Alberta Agriculture and Rural Development; and
Jeff Pettis, the former head of research for the U.S. Department
of Agriculture, who is now teaching at the University of Bern
in Switzerland.
Missing from the dinner was another of Winston’s grads,
Danielle Downey, who went on to be state apiarist for Hawaii
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From left to right: Jeff Pettis, Steve Pernal, Andony
Melathopolous (B), Heather Higo (F), Rob Currie, and
Shelley Hoover.
and Utah before becoming the executive director of Project
Apis m., which is funding important pollinator research and
forage reclamation projects.
Higo was there when each one of them came through
Winston’s lab as post-doctoral students, and that service,
along with her continuing involvement in bee research in
Canada, is what earned her the CHC award. It was presented
to Higo by Stan Reist, the BCHPA’s representative on the
CHC.
Among those from B.C. that Amanda and I saw at the
week-long conference: Golden Ears Apiaries’ Jean-Marc Le
Dorze, provincial apiculturist Paul van Westendorp, Bryn
Jones of Langley Bee Club and his wife, and Marta Guarna

Danielle Downey, Heather Higo and Jeff Lee.

of UBC & Beaverlodge. There was also a large number
of commercial beekeepers from Alberta, Manitoba,
Saskatchewan, Ontario and the maritime provinces, as well
as strong contingent of graduate students and researchers
working with Canadian universities, including UBC.
The convention featured a number of themes, from the
concern of growing losses from chemicals and pesticides
and weakened genetics, to the slumping honey prices and
the related issues of dumping and adulterated honey. There

I won’t go through the agenda of the conference, but it
was extensive and varied, and covered both practical and
legislative issues facing beekeepers on both sides of the
border, as well as being heavy on breaking science in the
research conference.
Most, if not all of the presentations, will be available for
download off the ABF website after Feb. 15. I don’t know
if this will be restricted to conference attendees or members
of the associations.
The conference also afforded me an opportunity to scout
out potential speakers and ideas for our AGM and fall
conference, scheduled for Kelowna on Oct. 27-29.
Our AGM is being held in concert with the annual
meetings of both the CHC and CAPA. One major learning
opportunity for me was the format of the ABRC research
presentations. The presenters were given just 12 minutes to
talk about their work; it allowed no less than 56 separate
presentations over two days. That was in addition to the
NABC agenda of longer presentations in the main hall. It
allowed for attendees to pop in to specific research talks they
were interested in, and still catch other larger talks.
In discussion with both the BCHPA executive and
CAPA’s research committee, I’m leaning towards bringing
in a series of short science talks for our Saturday plenary in
October, around which will be framed larger general talks.
The Sunday workshop will continue the two-track format
system we had at the last AGM in Richmond, but will be
ending earlier in the afternoon. ❀

Heather Higo, Julie Norman, Amanda Goodman Lee,
Marta Guarna.
Proudly owned by Canadian beekeePers

Honey display at the ABF conference.
were also some less-stressful events, including a wellstructured and attended trade show, and a large honey
show.
Amanda and I were the only Canadian entries in the
honey show; we brought down the winning amber and
golden honeys we’d entered in the BCHPA contest in
Richmond, and were pleasantly surprised to see our amber
entry win a third place ribbon.
We were positively stunned, however, when the honey
was auctioned off for $120 a bottle to support the Honey
Queen program; the first and second-place entries went for
about $70-90 a bottle. We can only explain the better price
because Amanda told the auctioneer we’d “smuggled the
honey into the US.” Of course, we hadn’t, but everyone
played up the game and it was pleasant to see Canadian
honey in such demand.
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and dark beeswax
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Historical Beekeeping on the
Greek Island of Andros
by Richard Jones
Greece consists of a mainland and some 6,000 islands of
which about 200 are inhabited. Andros is the second largest
and most northerly of the Cyclades island group, a two hour
ferry ride southeast of Athens. Set in the crystal clear Aegean Sea, it is just 25 miles from north to south and 10 miles
from east to west. There are traditional villages perched on
mountainsides, on the edge of perpendicular cliffs or alongside golden sandy beaches. It has a surprising number of trees
and flowers fed by an abundance of fresh water springs and,
to complete this paradise, it has a rich history in beekeeping!
Bees are an integral part of agriculture and the agricultural
landscape. This is now well known. We are keen to look after
our bees so that they fulfil this role and are part of the biodiversity we seek to encourage. However, one has the feeling
that the inhabitants of this island have had an appreciation of
these things for considerably longer than the rest of us, more
than 4,000 years longer in fact. There is archaeological evidence of hive beekeeping on the Island of Crete, south of Andros, from around 2600 BCE.
Beekeeping, like other agricultural practices, is subject to
evolution. Evolution brings innovation, and over the years
some of the management techniques associated with that innovation turn into traditions. However, it is very easy for the
traditions to become lost and forgotten so it is important to
record, and ideally witness, the customs and habits associated
with traditional beekeeping before they are lost. Andros offers
a unique opportunity in this rapidly changing and shrinking
world to examine this past heritage.
The ubiquitous box hives of Langstroth and Dadant with
all their advantages for modern, efficient production of honey, were late in coming to the island. Many of the traditional
methods were still being practiced well into the 1960s and
70s. The concept of the professional beekeeper (Melissokomos in Greek) was unknown until the arrival of the modern
hives. Up until then the only “professionals” were the local
blacksmith, itinerant potters, barrel makers or masons. Until
the last two or three decades of the 20th century, a beekeeper
was a farmer who had many occupations, only one of which
was keeping bees. The traditions of the craft were kept secret, shrouded in mystique and passed guardedly from father
to son. The farmer built his hives and looked after his colonies
using the techniques passed down to him, copied, “stolen” or
even developed himself.
The late arrival of “modern” beekeeping does mean that
many older beekeepers still remember the old techniques. Indeed, some still use these techniques, and an occasional traditional hive, to attract and trap swarms.
Andros is a rugged island, and there is little flat land. Not
even enough for an airport - the only connection to the outside
world is by ferry. The mountainsides are precipitously steep,
so the way to practice agriculture was to build terraces to create flat strips of land for cultivation. It is in the stone walls of
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these terraces that the bee boles, specially created niches for
hives, can be found. They vary in design – being triangular,
square or pentagonal – depending on the type of hive to be
housed, the preference of the builder and the availability of
suitable sized stones.

The apiary, or “bee garden” as these places are referred
to locally, near the main port of Gavrio with three terraces
showing bee boles of different designs. Those in the
lower row are square, middle row are triangular while
the top row has pentagons. 
Photo by R. Jones
Historically, skeps were the most prevalent type of hive
on Andros, made mainly from the Chaste tree (vitex agnus
castus, a name derived from the Latin vieo, meaning to weave
or tie up, a reference to its use in basketry). However, other
materials were used, including rope, myrtle, clematis, willow
and common reeds – in fact anything malleable that came
to hand. There were subtle variations in design: some had a
solid wood conical top, others were bound with wire or with
a tough, sinuous vegetative material. The size of the skep was

Triangular bee boles containing skeps with dung and
lime-wash plaster dating from late 1940s. The round
stone in the middle is placed against the skep for further
protection.
Photo by R. Jones

about 20 inches (50cm) in diameter and 22 inches (50 – 55cm)
in height. Such a skep would have 15 to 20 warps or ribs. The
whole thing would be coated in cow dung and then was usually whitewashed with a lime and ash mixture. Just as materials
varied so there were many local variations of size; sometimes
both outside and inside were covered in cow dung and so on.
Another type of hive is the bell (cabana in Greek) which
is found mainly in the area around the town of Andros on the
eastern side of the island, but they crop up elsewhere as well.
It is a clay vessel that looks like a bell, again about 20 inches
(50 cm) high and about 16 inches (40 cm) wide at the base –
it could be described as a terracotta skep. It has two or more
holes at the base which serve as the entrance, and two smaller
opposing holes two thirds of the way up the hive for ventilation. All had a large knob at the top and some had side handles
to aid lifting. Being pottery, they were quite heavy and liable
to break, so they were used mainly on permanent sites in triangular or pentagonal bee boles.
The third type
of hive was the
cannon, the obvious
descendant
of the horizontal
cylindrical
hives which, it
is thought, were
originally brought
from Egypt to
Crete and then
through the islands as beekeeping took hold, all
those
millennia
ago. Cannons are
just short of three
feet (less than a
metre) in length
with a closed end,
and in this they
differed from the
Fired clay bell in a bee bole at original Egyptian
and Cretan hives
Koumani on Andros.

Photo by George Speis which were open
on both ends. How-

Cannon hives in square bee boles near Gavrio.

Photo by R. Jones

ever, these hives were laid horizontally in the bee bole and
were not accessible from the rear; the open front was closed
with a round stone or a woven or wooden disc into which
some entrance holes had been cut. This disc could be removed
to access the honey. Where both ends of the pipe hive were
accessible, bees used one end while the honey was gathered
from the other.
The most elaborate way in which bees were kept on Andros
was through the use of bee houses. The basic design of the
house was a block building made from stones available in the
immediate vicinity. Inside each house were two or three rows

The bee house at Zaharias with, to the right, large bee
boles for “upright cannons”. This house has three rows
of 20 cupboards each linked to the outside with an
entrance and a landing ledge. Each cupboard had An
inside door. The bees made their combs from the ceiling
of the cupboard, frames were not used.

Photo by R. Jones

of “cupboards”.
Each
cupboard
has a door and
is worked from
the inside the bee
house. There are
no frames or other fittings inside
the niche. On the
outside there are
corresponding entrance holes, each
with a slightly
protruding landing stone. The
entrance hole is
reduced in winter
by the simple expedient of placing
a suitable sized
pebble in the hole. Inside the Zaharias bee house.
Photo by R. Jones
There are many 
bee houses over
the island each having their own variations on the theme. In
other words the hives, bee boles and bee houses reflect the individuality of the beekeepers that made them. It is said if you
get two beekeepers together, you get at least three opinions, so
that is reflected in the architecture and artefacts!
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On the island there are a large number of examples of bee
houses but none are currently in use, and the examples that
exist are falling into greater disrepair year after year. One was
discovered as recently as November 2016, when a fire swept
through the vegetation, leaving a bare but charred hillside to

sociation (IBRA) in 1996, the organization founded by Dr.
Eva Crane in 1949. As Director for almost 16 years I had the
opportunity to travel widely, in order to learn about and promote bees and beekeeping worldwide.
I also followed in Eva Crane’s footsteps by becoming editor of the journal Bee World for five years. In 2002, Dr Crane
asked me to become Chairman of the Trust she was establishing. Today I am proud to remain Chairman of this Trust.
Please visit www.evacranetrust.org to see the work we do and
the projects we support.
We are also in the process of loading up many hundreds
of bee-related photographs that Dr. Crane took on her travels around the world. There are some Canadian related photos
that we hope to have up by the time this issue reaches you.
When not involved in bee business, I have a passion for
train travel and classic cars. ❀
Further Reading

A bee house east of Gavrio revealed when all the
surrounding vegetation was destroyed by fire in
November 2016. Bee boles can also be seen in the two
terrace walls, while at the top the picture a traditional
field wall shows a building technique that would have
been easily adaptable for bee boles. Photo by R. Jones
the east of the main port of Gavrio. Sadly, the already long
disused structure was further damaged by the fire.

1. Beekeeping on the Island of Andros, George Speis, published in English by the Kaireios Library, Andros, 2016.
(available from; www.northernbeebooks.co.uk )
2. The World History of Beekeeping and Honey Hunting, Eva
Crane, published by Duckworth, London 1999.
3. The Archaeology of Beekeeping, Eva Crane, published by
Duckworth, London 1983.
Website: www.evacranetrust.org/gallery/Greece

A

Inside the bee house near Gavrio. Photo by R. Jones

Andros is a microcosm for the ethnographic study of the art
and science of beekeeping as well as giving the opportunity
to discover the industrial archaeology of mills, olive presses
and pigeon houses. A visit to the island encourages further exploration, with the enticement to expand one’s knowledge of
the cultural heritage that surrounds beekeeping. Furthermore,
such exploration is encouraged by a comprehensive network
of way-marked and well maintained footpaths. A little hot for
hiking in July and August but in May, when the bee forage is
in full splendour, or September, when the sea is still warm and
the bulk of the tourists have gone, it is a dream.
About the Author
A geographer by degree, I was a head teacher before moving into international public relations and fundraising. This
experience brought me to the International Bee Research As-
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2017 MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION FORM
BC Honey Producers’ Association

Promoting and Encouraging Beekeeping in British Columbia since 1920
www.bcbeekeepers.com
Membership includes a one-year subscription to both BeesCene and Hivelights quarterly publications. The BCHPA
Liability Insurance Policy is the only one of its kind available in the province. By pooling our membership, we can offer
this comprehensive insurance for a fraction of what it would cost individuals on their own. Members may attend the
business day of the October BCHPA Annual General Meeting and the semi-annual meeting in March without charge
(meals not included). Members benefit from the work of an active volunteer Executive including: Marketing (labels
and brochures), Education (symposiums and website), and ongoing Advocacy (government and media relations). The
BCHPA is a proud member of the Canadian Honey Council, working on our behalf.
New

❏

Renewal

❏

Please check here if renewing with an address change

❏

Name___________________________________________________________________________________
Address ________________________________________________________________________________
City __________________________
Phone (

Province ___________

Postal Code _______________________

) _____________________

Email ___________________________

$5 Million
Coverage
for only $75 year!

Beekeepers understand that there’s
strength in numbers. Our Group
Liability Insurance Policy is the best value
you’ll find. If you’re worried about stings, or
bee smokers, or other related beekeeping risks
– this is for you.
Note: coverage runs January 1, 2017 to
December 31, 2017. Effective date of
coverage is based on date application
and payment is received at the
BCHPA office. Insurer will
issue certificates in due
course.

Please make cheques payable to the
British Columbia Honey Producers’
Association or BCHPA:

BCHPA, Treasurer,
P.O. Box 5594,
Victoria, B.C. V8R 6S4

New Memberships and Renewals
can also be done online at
www.bcbeekeepers.com

Membership dues are based on the number of honey bee colonies you keep.

BCHPA MEMBERSHIP DUES
0 to 25 Hives
$40
26 to 50 Hives
$50
51 to 150 Hives
$60
151 to 300 Hives
$70
301 to 500 Hives
$120
501 to 1000 Hives
$130
Over 1000 Hives
$200

* OPTIONAL $5,000,000 BCHPA
GROUP LIABILITY INSURANCE
** OPTIONAL Additional
$1 million Forest Fire Fighting
Expense Endorsement

# of Hives _________

Includes
BeesCene & Hivelights

ADD ON $75

ADD ON $100

*** OPTIONAL DONATION
BC’s Boone Hodgson Wilkinson Trust Fund
for Honey Bee Research
ADD ON
(tax registered charity, receipts issued)
**** SUBSCRIPTION ONLY
Note: BeesCene is Included
with Your BCHPA Membership
(this is meant for out-of-province)

$50 CAD
TOTAL $

Thank You for Supporting
Beekeeping in BC!
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ULTIMATE DEFENCE!
Protect Your Investments!
Complete ELECTRIC NET SYSTEMS
Electric Nets are
Highly Portable
Complete with posts
Available in
26” - 48” High x
164’ or 82’ Lengths
Pair up with the
DEFENDER Dual Purpose
Fence Controller which uses
the latest fencing technology OR
4 & 15 MILE SOLAR Controllers ... 3X more powerful
than comparable models!

FERRIS FENCING
Tel: 250-757-9677

RR1116_7x4.75_BC.qxp_RossRounds_BC 1/18/17 2:32 PM Page 1

1-800-665-3307

info@ferrisfencing.com www.ferrisfencing.com

Harvest The Best…

with SUNDANCE POLLEN TRAPS and COMPLETE ROSS ROUND SUPERS.
™

SUNDANCE POLLEN TRAPS
Imagine the cleanest pollen available with no heavy lifting, chalkbrood mummies or risk of foulbrood
scales. There is no substitute for the Sundance Trap quality and cleanliness. Leading experts from the
USDA and universities as well as commercial beekeepers and hobbyists agree that Sundance Traps are
the best pollen traps available.

COMPLETE ROSS ROUND SUPER
Produce comb honey with no dripping from cut edges and no liquid honey in the consumer
package with Ross Rounds equipment. Easily shipped or delivered, stocked on shelves,
purchased and taken home without danger of leaking. Enjoy providing locally grown,
unprocessed, all-natural honey with a complete Ross Rounds Super.

For more information visit www.RossRounds.com.
For dealers near you please email sales@rossrounds.com.
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British Columbia Bee Breeders Association
Armstrong Apiaries
James Macdonald
Armstrong
250-308-8219
jamesmacdonald@telus.net
QN

Honey Bee Zen Apiaries
Jeff Lee
New Westminister
604-777-5430
info@honeybeezen.com
QN

Ashcroft Honey
Joe & Marguerite Lomond
Savona
250-373-2540 250-457-7193
marglomond@gmail.com
Q N, bee supplies

Ian Bissonnette
Telkwa
250-877-3495
hometownhifi@yahoo.com
C

BBBees
Barry Beadman
Oliver
250-498-3153
barryanddiane@telus.net
QN
Bear Creek Honey
Mart & Rita van Herk
Chilliwack
604-845-1807
vanherk@telus.net
QN
Brenda's Bees
Brenda Jager
Gabriola Island
250-755-5834
bzbees@telus.net
QNP
Campbell's Gold Honey Farm
and Meadery
Mike and Judy Campbell
Abbotsford
jwcampbell@campbellsgold.com
604-856-2125
QNP
Flying Dutchman
Stan and Cheryl Reist
Nanaimo
flydutch@telus.net
250-390-2313
QNP
Heather Higo
Langley
heather.higo@gmail.com
604-532-6904
QN

Ian Kennard
Bowen Island
604-947-9518
icken@shaw.ca
QN
Jinglepot Apiaries
Sol Nowitz
Nanaimo
250-753-9619
jinglepotapiaries@telus.net
QNP
			
Kettle Valley Queens
Elizabeth Huxter
Grand Forks
lizandterry@gmail.com
250-442-5204
N
Rod Jo Moody Apiaries
Rodney & Jo Moody
Cowichan Bay
rodjo@telus.net
250-743-1939
Q
Silver Star Apiaries
Richard Springborn
Vernon
rlspringborn@gmail.com
250-379-2567
N
Similkameen Apiaries
Blair and Cheryl Tarves
2098 Ritchie Dr.
Cawston
250-499-2555
blairtarves@gmail.com
QN

Six Legs Good Apiaries
Deborah Tin Tun
& Liam Brownrigg
Vancouver
604-817-2349
6legsgood@gmail.com
QN
Skeena Valley Apiaries
Rudi Peters
Terrace
250-615-7404
r.peters@telus.net
QN
Sunnyside Apiary
Nancy Leonard
Bowen Island
nancyhasbees@gmail.com
604-947-2240
N
Sweet Nechako Honey
Jon & Susan Aebischer
Vanderhoof
250-567-5037
sweet02@telus.net
QN
Van Isle Apiaries & Bee Products

Grant Stringer
Saanichton
250-652-9834
vanisleapiaries@shaw.ca
QNB
Wild Island Honey Bees
David Macdonald
Salt Spring Island
250-653-9999
dmacdonad@telus.net
Q N Colonies

• B = Bulk Bees
• Q = Queens
• P = Packages
• C = Queen Cells
• N = Nucs
• S = Shook Swarm
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Regional Reports
Thompson-Nicola
~ David Masurat/Amber Michaud
There comes a time to step aside and
make way for upcoming talent, and
I am confident that the Kamloops
beekeepers have chosen well with our
new regional representative, Amber
Michaud. I have been greatly rewarded
by being the regional representative
for Thompson-Nicola. The beekeepers
I have gotten to know and rely upon
for my reports are precious for their
wisdom, resourcefulness, and richness
of character.
I have witnessed the growing pains
of our organization to streamline
itself without losing the values of the
past. I have to share with you that it
was a wonderful experience to hear
laughter in an executive meeting for
the first time. Our present executive
are men and women who have earned our esteem, and I
am also impressed by others in the BCHPA who rise to the
occasion and shoulder responsibilities with dedication and
professionalism. We are in good shape!
In this light I commend to you Amber Michaud, who I see
contributing much to the cause of bees and beekeeping both
locally and provincially. Thank you for the opportunity of
serving. Following is a message from Amber. ~ David
I would like to thank the outgoing executive for their
years of service and welcome the new team that were elected
at our AGM in November. New members of the Kamloops
Beekeepers’ executive are Jim Brown, president; Lawrence
Bergstrand, second vice-president; three new directors: Jenna
Nicklas, Nancy Burkholder and Joanne Nicklas; and yours
truly as regional rep for the Thompson-Nicola region. Greg
Willis, vice-president; Margaret Jones, treasurer; and Robert
Hunter, secretary, will all stay on to complete their terms.
Arctic outflow weather has caused this winter to be
particularly cold with the average high and low temperatures
for December being frigid: -5 and -10 respectively. January is
even colder with an average high of -10 and low of -15, with
extremes of -22, and -24, respectively (Environment Canada).
One thing I’ve learned over my 3 years of beekeeping is that it
is moisture and not cold that will kill a hive. I use ventilation
boxes but don’t wrap or insulate. I am happy to report that as
of mid-January, all four of my hives are still alive, as I have
been hearing their happy (or annoyed) buzzing when I clear
snow from the hive entrances. I will report my hive survival
(and that of the rest of the Kamloops club) in the next issue.
A bit about myself (in a nutshell): I grew up in North Delta,
and completed a BSc in Biology at UVIC while competing
with the Vikes Varsity swim team. In my final year, I went to
Japan for an 11 month co-op term, and spent my last semester
at the Bamfield Marine Science Center.
Upon graduating I moved to Whistler, got a job in
environmental consulting, bought a bike, met my husband,
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got married, squeezed in an MSc, bought a house, and had our
first kid. We moved to Kamloops in 2013 for work, and soon
learned that city council had approved beekeeping on lots less
than 1 acre. I quickly signed up for Ian Farber’s course and
bought my first nuc.
Three years later, I have two kids and four hives, all of
which are very busy but very sweet! I am enthusiastic about
my role as regional representative, and I look forward to
serving the beekeeping community.
Metro Vancouver
~ Allen Garr
What with a very wet November
and the most brutally cold, snowy
December and January the Lower
Mainland has seen in the past couple of
decades, Provincial Apiarist Paul van
Westendorp agreed that we should be
bracing for some significant losses this
spring.
That issue was among those that arose in a panel discussion
in January at the Richmond Beekeepers Annual General
Meeting. The panel included members from Richmond,
Langley and Surrey clubs (this continues a collaborative
relationship among these clubs including combined field
days, shared speakers, and trips to Iotron.) Speaking of Iotron,
Richmond has planned two trips to have equipment sterilized,
first in February and the second at the end of March.
The cold weather had people wondering whether they
could actually go ahead with oxalic treatment using a drizzle
method or if that would adversely affect the bees, by breaking
up the cluster or adding too much moisture or both. Some of
those who had delayed were hoping the weather would get
back to normal by the end of January, but were checking mite
levels by inserting sticky boards in their hives.
The Richmond club, which hosted a highly successful
AGM for the BCHPA last fall, also announced that they will
be hosting two education seminars which would be open to
the public. The first, on February 25, will feature American
beekeeper and author Donald Studinski. He will cover the usual
range of topics from spring preparation to mite management,
as well as “permaculture community beekeeping” a subject
which had many in the room, on hearing the announcement,
scrambling for their phones to check with Google.
If they failed to find the information that way, there was
a follow-up note from Richmond’s outgoing president,
Tim Monaghan: Permaculture is a worldwide movement of
designers, teachers, and grassroots activists working to restore
damaged ecosystems and human communities. Permaculture
derives practical techniques and principles from the study of
natural systems and applies them to earth repair and care.
The second workshop is with Kirk Webster, a pioneer
US-based, treatment-free commercial beekeeper. It will take
place in mid-October, with plans for both a lecture and a field
day. More information will be available on the Richmond
Beekeepers website.
Packages and queens will be turning up in the next two

months (as hard as that is to believe at this point), and Vancouver area beekeepers
will be busying themselves with feeding and figuring out when to do their splits.
Joining them in that activity will be members of the newest club in the region,
Burnaby Beekeepers, which is also the newest Branch of the BCHPA. They are now
up to almost 20 members and growing according to their president Janice Bobic,
and can be contacted at burnabybeekeepers@telus.net.
For now, beekeepers here will be making sure they top up emergency supplies of
sugar, dealing with deadouts and planning for spring.
Terrace
~ Rudi Peters
It seems that global warming has decided to take a vacation
and skipped us this winter. We have once more returned to
artic outflows that make you wish that you were moving to
the southern hemisphere. Our time is filled up with either
building new equipment, repairing old equipment or looking
at the calendar and counting to see how many more days are
left until this blasted cold will be replaced with the gentle
breeze of spring’s warm embrace.
The winds this winter have been strong enough to rip off the wrappings from
some hives, which required that one go out in that wind and repair them. Fun was
had by all.
Another basic beekeeping course is starting up shortly and people are ordering
equipment, bee packages and/or nucs. With the number of hobbyists that have
started up in the last couple of years, I am expect it to be a good swarm year. The
increased amount of precipitation that we received in the fall holds the promise that
moisture in the soil will be higher, thus giving a good spring bloom.
Evaluations of last year have been done and changes have been made, and now
we wait with excitement and expectations of what the new year will bring.
North Vancouver Island
~ Gerry Rozema
It’s January 4th, the time of year when the bees are indeed a
low maintenance project. Here on the island, we often wink
at each other when discussing ‘wintering bees’ with folks
from the interior. Winter, what’s that, oh ya, it’s the time of
year when it rains a lot.
Well this year, the joke is on us, we are having a real
honest to goodness BC winter on the northern part of this
rock off the west coast. My wife and I got up early on Dec 3
with lots of good intentions to finish a bunch of work around
the yard, but that came to an abrupt halt when we looked out the window and saw
snow coming down...lots of snow.
We are now well into January, and the snow is still on the ground in our yard.
Temperatures overnight are running in the -10°C range, with lots more snow in the
short term forecast. Yep, we are having an honest to goodness real winter this year.
Despite the cold weather now, we are looking ahead as the bee season isn’t far
off. Historically we see the first life in the hazelnut trees around January 23rd, and
the first pollen comes in by February 10th. We are past the solstice and already the
days are starting to get noticeably longer.
Many of us think: okay, days are getting longer, the worst of winter is now over,
but that’s not the case. Despite the fact that the days are now getting longer, we still
have much more night cooling than we do daytime warming due to long nights and
short days. In the northern hemisphere temperatures continue to head down at night
after the days start to get longer.
On average for the northern hemisphere, this continues until January 19th, at
which time daytime warming and night cooling finally reach equilibrium, which
will finally arrest the downward plunge. This date will come a little later for those
of you significantly farther north.
For us on the island, as cold as the winter looks right now, all of this means bee
season is right around the corner. We expect that the bees will be starting the spring
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brood around the time we see the first pollen. Going back over
notes from years past, the bee season accelerates rapidly at
that point. Snowdrops and willows bloom by Valentine’s day,
then 10 days later the Peiris japonica hedge starts to flower.
By early March both pollen and nectar are in reasonable
supply with colones building rapidly. If the colonies are ready,
and the weather co-operates just a bit, by the time the Maples
bloom in late March, nectar will be arriving in quantity.
It’s the dead of winter and I’m asked to write about
beekeeping on the north island. On the surface, it seems there
isn’t much to write about, but now is the time to be planning
and preparing. By the time I am asked to write something
for the next BeesCene, our bee season will be in full swing
with honey supers on the hives, and the first round of swarm
management will be well under way.
Cariboo
~ Ann Carter
As I pen this article in early January,
the Cariboo is experiencing the longest
cold spell in many years; not record
breaking lows, but very persistent!
Hopefully the brood-free bee clusters
are finding adequate stores and
surviving.
The Central Cariboo division is
focusing on club development based on the needs of our
growing membership. A ‘needs’ survey recently sent to the
membership will direct our club offerings, field day frequency
and the topics of meetings and field days. Hopefully, the
club can expand its offerings with the assistance of the many
beekeepers in their 2nd and 3rd years.
Our AGM and bee stock ordering date is January 28th. Nuc
and queen supplies are being confirmed in anticipation of
significant demands, as the interest in beekeeping continues
to grow. Prior to the AGM, the CCBA is offering a free
community information session on beekeeping, hoping to
avoid large numbers of beginner course and nuc requests well
after their deadlines.
With two certified instructors in Williams Lake we are able
to offer beginners’ courses in both Williams Lake and Quesnel
this year, plus an intermediate course in Williams Lake.
Perhaps Mother Nature is also preparing herself…hopefully
to present a more typical season ahead! After last year’s early
and huge spring build-up followed by endless rain, it would
be nice to experience a beekeeping year with fewer extremes.
South Vancouver Island
~ Edan North
Around the region the first quiet
signs spring are being witnessed, as
grape hyacinths, winter aconites, and
snowdrops are emerging. All are food
for bees, but as the season begins it
is anybody’s guess as to what this
year’s honey harvest will be like.
Themes brought forth at discussion
time at our meetings include checking
for any signs of illness in your hives during the winter
season and on into the spring. Some problems can include
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an unusually large amount of dead bees near the entrance, or
unusual things occurring on the bodies themselves, such as
wing abnormalities, alien insect presence and so forth. Just
as a forensic investigation goes on to solve a mystery, so too
should the bodies of honey bees be observed to determine if
anything is amiss.
As spring sets in, listening to your hive is another way
to recognize if regular activities are going on. Very little
humming could mean that your bees require further attention
and opening your hive up might be necessary. If clusters are
observed near the tops, feed ‘the ladies’ right away.
Prize winners were voted on and announced back in
December for the photography contest. The winter auction
ramped up as some great items went out the door at modest
prices.
Anyone requiring quality nucs began placing orders in
January, to be ready for the spring season. Many local bee
breeders offer good quality bees right from South Vancouver
Island and the Gulf Islands. There are many kinds of advice
describing the finest way to get your nuc started. There is no
real right or wrong, just making sure the queen has ample
time to get acquainted with any already kept bees does nicely.
Feeding right away to colonies weakened by winter, or for
new setups, will strengthen them until wax, comb, and first
brood is present. Then foraging is sure to begin steadily. Great
details about springtime nuc setups are available at our local
meeting’s beginner’s corner sessions.
Some of our long-term members received special
recognition over the winter season, and it is nice to know that
our chapter has members in good standing for upwards of 50
years.
Monthly meetings for beekeepers in our region are ongoing
in 2017 and all are welcome. These chatterbox times are still
hosted on the second Thursday of every month. All the details
and directions to find your way over can be found at Victoria
Beekeepers on Facebook. Looking forward to seeing you
there.
Prince George
~ Barry Clark
Happy New Year everyone, from
honey bee enthusiasts in the Prince
George area. As I write this report the
temperature outside is -26, and with
the wind effect we are at -34 and it’s 11
a.m. Last night it was -32 and no wind.
Pretty cold, but very sunny days!
Our fall was warmer than usual,
and very wet. The last two weeks of November it rained
continuously, and there was lots of standing water in the
fields and bush. Then overnight it got cold and we haven’t
had a break since. They are calling this a “classic” winter. I
guess we have been spoiled for several years now with mild
weather. Of course a winter like we are having sets the climate
change deniers off.
I lost 16 hives to a grizzly bear in October, and another 4
probably aren’t going to survive the trauma. He or she dug
under the fence; so much for a good bear fence. At the time I
was hoping for cold weather to put the bears to bed. Careful
what you wish for eh!
This “classic” winter has most of our beekeepers very

nervous about survival of the bees! Even at -20 and lower,
I have bees flying and dying outside the hive on sunny days.
Our December meeting was a potluck dinner and Christmas
party held at my place. Lots of food and stories were shared,
and a good time was had by all.
The Prince George Branch of the BCHPA held their AGM
on January 9th. I finished my extended term as president
and we elected 2 new presidents. Sandra Ramsay and Blake
Goddard are taking on the role and sharing the presidency for
the next 2 years. Congratulations Sandra and Blake. The rest
of the executive has one more year to serve in their positions.
I will stay on as the regional rep for our area.
2016 will go down in our records as the best year in
memory for honey production. Everyone at our last meeting
agreed they have never seen a better year.
We are all waiting for spring and hoping for the best for
our bees. I expect there will be a big demand for nucs and
packages in 2017. Interest in beekeeping continues to grow in
our area. Planning is underway for 3 introductory courses in
beekeeping in February and March.
The semi-annual meeting in Kamloops promises to be a
good one I believe a number of beekeepers from our area will
make the trip. Mike Palmer is a big drawing card. We are all
looking forward to this meeting in March. See you there!
Sunshine Coast
~ Al Cobbin
We had our bi-monthly club meeting
on Jan. 9th with a low attendance
of 12 members. This was probably
because of road conditions and
extremely cold weather.
Rob Haines provided an update
on our Botanical Garden bees,
noting that oxalic acid treatments
were done in December. All colonies
are currently viable. After discussion, it was decided that
we wouldn’t purchase any package bees for our Botanical
Society Site. Kathleen Suddes and Rob will be purchasing
packages from New Zealand sometime in February and club
members have been invited to contact either if interested in
packages.
We also had a discussion regarding the continuance of
insurance at our site. Members have agreed that our current
insurance is too costly. We will be looking at more equability
between the Bot. Soc. and our club and Sally and Kathleen
agreed to discuss options with their representatives.
Harry Meier shared news regarding his visit with Dan
of Dan’s Woodworking. Dan has developed a unique hive
entrance reducer which is proving to be quite successful
in controlling wasp attacks. Apparently this will soon be
available for purchase. Dan has offered to attend a future
club meeting to show the various beekeeping equipment he is
building. Harry agreed to follow up on this item.
Regarding Executive positions for the coming year, no one
agreed to step forward at this time as President, but Monique
Rae Michaeli will continue on as Secretary. Sally agreed to
continue on the Executive and Kathleen agreed to be Sally’s
assistant for the coming year.
The group discussed possible agenda items for future
meetings and Paul van Westendorp has agreed to attend

presents
John Gates
2017 Queen Rearing Course
June 9th • 7 - 9 pm
June 10th & 11th • 9 am - 4 pm
Instructor: John Gates
Sweetacre Apiaries.
Bill and Larissa Stagg,
781 Abbington Lane, Tappen BC
Cost $300.00 + HST (total $315)
limited to 20 participants

The course will cover:
Honey bee nutrition • Colony evaluation
The biological basis of queen rearing
Cell starter and finisher hive preparation and manipulation
Grafting • Mating nucleus production and maintenance
Queen cell care, storage and transportation
Cell introduction • Queen catching and shipping
Using queen cells in your operation
(mite control, swarm prevention,
increased honey production, colony increase)
Bring protective clothing
All participants will graft bee larvae on Saturday
tand observe their success on Sunday.
During the course of the lectures
we will also discuss many other topics
as they relate to stock production
Accommodations
Participants are welcome to camp at the Stagg property.
Space is available for RV’s and tents.
Other accommodation can be booked
in Salmon Arm or Sorrento.
Saturday evening we will host
a pot luck barbeque.
For More Information visit www.sweetacreapiaries.ca
or call
Bill Stagg ~ 250-803-5201
email billstagg.honeysweet@gmail.com
To Register
Send a cheque, money order or e-transfer to:
Bill Stagg

781 Abbington Lane, Tappen BC V0E 2X3
Write on the cheque “Queen Rearing Course 2017”
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a meeting later in the spring. His topic has not yet been
determined but he is open to address any topic we deem
suitable. Rob Haines’ son is currently working 500 colonies
in New Zealand and Rob generously offered his services as a
speaker when he returns home. It was also suggested that we
encourage presentations from members.
On November 18th Kathleen was contacted regarding a
feral colony in a cedar tree in Sechelt. She showed several
photos of her “acquiring” this hive, and brought a piece from
the interior of the hive which showed the shine and extent of
the propolis. She brought her bee vacuum and demonstrated
its usage and effectiveness, and spoke about successfully
using it to capture the feral colony. She estimated the colony
to be at least 3 years old and possibly older. Kathleen also
brought and demonstrated the construction and usage of her
own wasp collector which has been very successful.
Two Club members reported bear attacks in December.
One lost 11 colonies and the other (on Christmas Day yet) lost
four. This topic brought on a discussion of bear fencing and
suggestions about providing (hopefully) a more secure apiary.
That’s it from the now soggy Sunshine Coast and I close
with the reminder that it was Oscar Wilde who noted that:
“Experience is simply the name we give to our mistakes.” Not
a bad adage for all beekeepers!!
East Kootenays
~ Lance Cuthill
After extracting, treating for mites
and setting bees up for winter, Mother
Nature has dealt the East Kootenay
bees and beekeepers a worrisome
winter. Prolonged cold weather with
temperatures lasting for days at -33°C
have left hives that had 70+ lbs (35kg)
of honey now in danger of starvation.
Along with these cold temperatures came several heavy
snowfalls accumulating to depths of more than 4 feet in some
areas. Those of us unfortunate enough to have our bees any
distance from maintained roads have had no little difficulty
in wading through deep snow to haul in additional feed in the
form of Drivert sugar or fondant patties.
In our case, we found our moisture absorbing bags of
shavings were sopping wet and needed replacing. So, lacking
any type of snow machine, leg power had to suffice. While
wearing snowshoes, we pulled a loaded toboggan into some
outyards. No doubt these adventures did tax our less than
physically fit bodies and increased our resolve to leave more
stores next year.
Again this year, two BCHPA Introductory Beekeeping
courses are being taught, one in Cranbrook and the second
in Creston. Enrolment is expected to exceed the desired limit
of 12 students per class. With there now being two certified
instructors in the East Kootenays, Doug Crumback has agreed
to teach the Creston course with backup from yours truly.
One major concern with these beginning beekeepers is that
less than one in four of those who started out with bees have
continued with beekeeping after one or two years. A survey is
planned in order to discover why this is the case.
Best of luck to all for super winter survival rates.
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Peace
~ Kerry Clark
Quite a weather change from last year!
It’s hard for me to imagine the details
of how a cluster of “mere insects”
can survive when the temperature is
below -25°C for weeks. It can be a
challenge for us humans, building on
the intelligence of hundreds of years
of recorded knowledge, equipped with
high tech clothing, heaters with the backup of millions of
dollars in electrical or gas infrastructure, machines to give us
a warmed shelter as they carry us across the frozen landscape.
How can bees stay not only alive, but warm and active, and
beginning to incubate brood at +30°C in their simple hive,
fueled by nothing but honey? Amazing.
This winter, some extended periods of cold weather may
have challenged the success of colony winter survival, as
well as the firewood supply for those of us who depend on it.
There is a calculation of “halfway through winter” about midJanuary, when there are as many days of “cold” behind us as
ahead. As I write this in late-January, it’s still too early to have
any confidence in how bee colonies will survive in the Peace.
We might consider colder weather as just a weakened link
in the chain of beekeeping success for this year. This link
may not be as strong as last year’s, but it’s not necessarily the
weakest. We’ll hope for the best, take what we get and do what
we can to have a successful year. I’m planning a Beginning
Beekeeping course in Dawson Creek starting in February. As
in many areas, there is a good interest in beekeeping.
Best wishes to you and I hope for a good turnout to our
March meeting in Kamloops.
Fraser Valley
~ Courtney White
After an unusually warm November
(in which the bees were still flying)
winter finally hit The Fraser Valley in
December. It has been so cold in fact
that some beekeepers are regretting
not wrapping their hives. Oxalic acid
continues to be a popular winter mite
treatment with the drizzle method being

the most popular.
Maybe it’s just me, but I’ve noticed a huge increase in
the availability of local beekeeping courses and workshops
this spring. I don’t think I have ever received so many emails
about upcoming classes in the area. Usually there are only a
handful of courses available, and they fill up fast. This year
there are more than ten introductory courses from Vancouver
to Chilliwack. My thoughts are this is a direct result of the
BCHPA’s Certified Instructor Program, and it’s fabulous to
see so many options in the community for new beekeepers to
learn. Sure hope this trend continues.
Happy beekeeping and all the best in 2017! ❀

Bees - Artificial Swarms for Sale:
Artificial swarms are an excellent way to increase your bee stock or
replace lost stock. An artificial swarm is a full size colony which
will produce a full summer honey crop when given fully drawn
brood comb and honey stores. Swarms eliminate the transfer
of diseases like AFB. These swarms are Vernon stock bees and
queens. There is no transfer of equipment. The queen is an overwintered proven layer who is laying 2000 eggs a day. This way, you
get to start your beekeeping in late May when there is a honey flow.
Within a week, you will need to add a second box to this new hive.
If you need I have drawn comb, feed and pollen for sale.
To Order:
Order swarms now for late May pickup ($200), Some swarms are
available with breeder queens for an additional $50. Queen cells
($10), caged virgin queens ($12). Pick up in person. Virgins can be
mailed in JZBZ cages for local mating. Add shipping and handling.
I have been selling swarms for 35 years with great success. To order please phone: 250-762-8156 or email billruzicka@mitegone.
com (please include your phone number in your email).

Courses

TO BE OR NOT TO BE A BEEKEEPER,
THAT’S THE QUESTION.
It is done online and by phone. It will lead you through the
hoops, do’s and don’ts, before you spend thousands of dollars to
find: you, for one or two of many reasons belong to:
NOT TO BE A BEEKEEPER.
It costs you $30 probably the wisest money you will ever spend.
Varroa & Tracheal Mites:
Treat your hives in April against mites
with Mitegone formic acid pads (www.mitegone.com).

Classifieds
NUCS FOR SALE: Strong 4-frame nucs, full depth or
dadant. These are B.C. raised bees and queens. Nucs and
queens available May thru September. Contact Blair and
Cheryl Tarves, Similkameen Apiaries. 250-499-2555.
HELP WANTED – SURREY, BC: Honeybee Centre is
seeking 7 apiary workers, March 15 to October 15, 2017. Pay
is $13.50/ hour for approximately 50 hours per week. Minimum 3 years’ experience in beekeeping, including brood nest
management, queen rearing, livestock production, honey
production, and disease and pest control. Beekeepers must
be in good physical condition, able to work well with others,
and be able to understand instructions in English, Spanish, or
Chinese. Protective clothing, smokers, and accommodations
are provided. Email: gibeau@honeybeecentre.com.
I KG PROPOLIS (clean, end bar), 20 kg irradiated pollen,
10 kg edible uncappings. Offers being accepted. mdmclennan@gmail.com
TURN KEY BEEKEEPING OPERATION: Certified
honey house with equipment to run 500 colonies in storage.
3 bedroom house, 2.6 acres, Grand Forks, BC. Contact brian@thate.ca 250-442-7370.
HIVES & NUCS FOR SALE: Hives (both single and double deep) and 4 frame nucs for sale fall of 2016 or spring
2017. Please contact Liz or Terry 250-442-5204.
200 FRAMES OF BROOD/BEE COVER, available midMarch. Sunshine Coast. Steve Clifford, 306-863-1384.
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USE MITE AWAY QUICK STRIPS AS
PART OF YOUR INTEGRATED PEST
MANAGEMENT PROGRAM TO
CONTROL VARROA MITES.

VARROA MITES &
COLONY SEASONAL PHASES

WHY INSULATE?
MAXIMIZE YOUR HONEY
CROP BY WINTERIZING
YOUR COLONIES.
Compared to other
colonies, healthy,
overwintered
colonies produce up
to 2x the amount of
honey and start off
stronger in the spring.
During winter, bees rotate
from the center to the outer
edge of the cluster.
Wrapping provides the insulating
layer bees need to reduce the
overall rate of heat loss from
the hive while also supplying a
windbreak for breezy locations.

IT IS HIGHLY RECOMMENDED TO MONITOR PHORETIC
MITE LEVELS MONTHLY DURING PERIODS OF BROOD
REARING AND TREAT WHEN LOCAL THRESHOLDS ARE
REACHED.
TREAT DURING POPULATION INCREASE TO PROTECT
THE BEES GOING INTO THE HONEY FLOW.
TREAT DURING POPULATION DECREASE TO PROTECT
THE BEES THAT WILL MAKE UP THE WINTER CLUSTER.
IN WARMER CLIMATES ADDITIONAL TREATMENTS MAY
BE NECESSARY DUE TO A LONGER BROOD REARING
SEASON. MISSED TREATMENTS CAN
LEAD TO EXCESSIVE
VARROA LOADS AND MAY
REQUIRE MORE THAN ONE
TREATMENT.

Healthy Bees. Healthy Planet.

Wrap your bees this winter
with the Bee Cozy!
The Bee Cozy can also
be used before and after
indoor wintering to ease
the shock of fall and
spring cold snaps.

To learn more call 866 483 2929 or visit www.NODGLOBAL.com.
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